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Young Wild West and the Cherokee Chief
OR, THE REDSKINS' LAST FIGHT
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I.-The Cavalry Scout's Peril.
In what is now the extreme northwestern end
of the State of Oklahoma a thrilling scene might
have been witnessed one afternoon in October,
a few years ago, when that re·gion _o~ the coun.,1ry was in a much less settled condition than at
the present. A band of Indians in full war-paint
a nd feathers were dancing about a white man,
who was tied to a big tree in the center of a little
clearing. There was no question_ that the captive
was frightened . One look at his pale face _and
twitching eyes would have told that plamly
enough.
His cries for mercy were completely drowned
by the yells of the redskins, who enjoyed _it with
a fiendish sort of glee. An ugly-looking old
b rave who had his left arm in a sling, was
pounding away for all he was wortJ:i on a big tin
pan in lieu of a drum, and the dancrng bucks and
braves kept time with great precision. There
were perhaps forty of them. Some were Pawnees
and a few were Comanches, but the chief of the
band was a full-blooded Cherokee. These Indians
comprised the worst of about two hundred that
had broken away from a reservation something
like three weeks before the opening of our story.
11 but forty of them had given it up after a
sharp encounter with a troop of cavalrymen, but
forty of them had decided that they would fight
it out against the palefaces, and either win or die
doing it. They had made good their escape, and
since that time they had been making it decidedly
unpleasant for the ranchmen and settlers in that
section. But an hour before the reader finds
them dancing about their helpless prisoner,,
Johnny Potts, a scout belonging to Troop C,
Eighth Cavalry, had located the Indians in a
rather unexpected manner. He had come upon
them, not believing they were so near, and the
result was that he had been captured . Potts
was a brave young man, but when he found himself bound to the tree and the savage redskins
doing a war-dance about him in the same way
their forefathers had done in days that we1·e
ast, before killing their prisoners, he realized
that his lease on life was about run out. The
troop was easily fifteen miles from the spot, and
the prisoner knew that the cavalrymen would
not come to his rescue.
It had been settled that they were to remain in

camp until the next morning, and he had volunteered to ride out and do some scouting. No
wonder, then, that the man was frightened.
Nearly all his clothing had be·en stripped from
him, and bound securely to the tree, he was utterly helpless. Close to the camp of the redskins
the north bank of the Canadian River flowed.
The spot was well surrounded by timber, save
near the bank of the stream, where it wa.s rather
thin in spots, the glint of the sun upon the
water showing here and there as the unfortunate
cavalry scout looked in that dire·ction. The wild
dance of the bucks and braves continued, the
Cherokee chief urging them on as he walked back
and forth before his tepee. But all things come
to an end, and the war-dance of the mixer band
of Indians was no exception. A signal from the
chief, and the dancers came to a sudden stop.
Some of them were breathing heavily, showing
that they were not used to that sort of exertion.
With his gaudy feathered head-dress hanginf,"
half way to his heels, the Cherokee chief now approached the prisoner. There was a cruel smile
on hi s copper-hued face, and as Potts looked
into the .dark eyes be.fore him he saw no pity
there.
"Ugh!" said the Indian, making a grimace,
"paleface soldier heap much afraid . Whe11 the
sun goes down he must die. Bull Tail and his
braves are on the warpath. They kill all the
palefaces they find. No afraid of soldiers. Palefaces he·ap much cowards."
"You had better not kill me, Bull Tail," said
the prisoner, in a trembling voice. "You know
what will lrnppen to you if you do. There are
less than fifty of you, and it will not be long
before the cavalry will be after you. If they find
that you have killed me they will show 110 quarter. If you are a wise redskin, as I think you
are, you will set me free at once.''
Bull Tail laughed scornfully. It was quite
evident that just then he did not fear all the
palefaces in the world. He had worked himself
into a sort of frenzy, and though it only showed
itself at times, the feeling was deep within him,
just the same.
"The paleface dog must die when the sun sets ,"
he repeated slowly, as he move·d his index finger
back and forth before the face of his intended
victim. "He shall be burned where he now
stands. Bull Tail's braves will pile the dry twigs
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and branches about him until the pile is as high
as his chin. Then· Bull Tail will step forward
and cut the scalplock from the paleface's head.
He will show it to him, and he will laugh. Then
the fire will be lighted, and the paleface soldier
will die by the smoke and flame."
It was then that the helpless captive started
to plead, the tears showing in his e·yes. But the
more he did this the more the -fiendish redskins
seemed to take delight. The c,hief stepped back
and then half a dozen of his select braves came
forward and began treating their intended victim
in a contemptuous manner. They pricked him
with the points of their hunting knives, and finally realizing that the more fear he showed the
worse it was for him, Potts nerved himself to
stand the torment. The moment he did this the
Indians desisted somewhat.
"Bull Tail," the prisoner suddenly called out,
"if you're going to kill me do it right away.
Don't keep me w-aiting. Kill me and take my
scalp, if you want it. But after you have done
it you won't live very long, for the cavalrymen
will avenge my death. That is just as sure as
the sun rises and sets, Bull Tail. When you kill
me you will seal your own death warrant."
"Ha, ha, ha!" laughed the chief. "Bull Tail
no afraid of the paleface soldiers. He make
trap for· them, and kill them all before another
sun sets after to-day."
Having tired themselves from the war-dance,
which must have lasted fully fifteen minutes, the
redskins now took to lounging about. Some of
them lay down upon their blankets at full length,
while the others stood with their backs against the
trees at the edge of the clearing and chatted.
The Pawnees were in the majority, but they
seemed to be on very friendly terms with their
allies, the Comanches. The fact that the chief
was the only Cherokee among them might seem
strange, but when we state that he had led many
braves besides those of his own tribe in several
of the -fights against the whites, some of them
being successful, it was no wonder that they
were willing to follow him mow. Bulil Tail
walked to the edge of the river bank. and looked
for a moment at the declining sun. In less than
three hours it would set behind the distant hills
in the West. He gave a grunt of satisfaction, and
then, walking back to his tepee, he called one of
the braves, who wore three eagle feathers in his
braided hair, and said, in the tongue they all
understood much better than English:
"Kill two dogs, and we will have a feast before the paleface dies.'•
The redskin thus addressed gave a nod and
then began looking about the camp. It happened
that there were as many as half a dozen dogs
that had followed the braves when they left the
reservation. Some of them were prowling about
the vicinity in search of something to eat, while
others who had been more fortunate and filled
themselves were lying about asleep. The Indian
selected two of the latte1·, and taking a tomahawk
from his belt he looked at it admiringly for a
moment, no doubt because it had belonged to one
of his -forefathers, and then approached the two
dogs he had selected. They were lying close
together, and two quick blows upon their heads
caused the animals to roll over and lay motionless. Then the Indian brought his hunting-knife

into play, and soon had butchered the dogs. The
1·est looked on, none of them offering to lend
assistance. But the chief had delegated Lame
Coyote, which was the name -0f the brave. to do
the butchering. He was a Comanche, and those
of his tribe looked on in a pleased way. Th
were no doubt proud of the fact that a Comanche
had been selected to do the work of butchering
the dogs. A feast of dog-meat is considered
rather great by Indians, for it has some sort of
a religious rite connected with it.
Usually such feasts were held at certain times
of the year, but since the Cherokee chief had
willed it that they should now feast on dog-flesh,
his followers were more than willing. Lame
Coyote was an adept at the business, and it was
not long before he had removed the skins and
dressed the two carcasses. These were washed
in the river, and then cut up in pieces, all by the
hands of the butcher. Next a big tin boiler was
brought forth from the supplies the Indians had
brought with them from the reservation, and the
pieces of meat placed in it, with enough water
to just cover them. Lame Coyote now selected a
Pawnee to help him with the rest of the performance. Wood was plentifully scattered about,
so it was not long before a fire was started. Then
two forked sticks were driven into the ground
at either side of the place, and an iron bar was
run under the handle of the tin kettle so it was
suspended over the flames. A little salt was
sprinkled into the mess, and then it was left to
boil. The Cherokee chief watched all this with
approving eyes. He smoked away at his pipe as
he. sat upon a scarlet blanket in front/ of his
tepee. If it had not been that he was -a prisoner
condemned to die at sunset Johnny Potts might
have been an interested spectator.
But as it was the barbaric scene was entirely
lost to him. Soon steam began rising from the
kettle, and then the dog-meat was boiling. The
minutes flitted by, and soon an hour had passed.
The prisoner was able to turn his head, and
during- all that time he had been looking in different directions, no .doubt hoping that something might turn up in his favor. But only the
guttural voices of the redskins as they conversed,
and the twittering of the birds in the trees over-'
head, came to his ears. In this way another
hour slipped by. The sun was now pretty well
down, and the slanting rays pierced the thin
foliage at the river bank, and fell upon the prisoner. Noticing this Bull Tail arose, and, laying
down his pipe, walked slowly toward the tree to
which the captive was bound.
"Look at the sun, paleface dog!" he said, his
eyes sparkling with fiendish delight. "This is
the last time you will ever see it set. Bull Tail and
his braves hate the palefaces. Bull Tail wishes
he had them all here with him, so he might take
their scalps and burn them alive."
Potts must have been partly resigned to his
fate, and having become in that mood a dogged
coolness had come over him.
"Go ahead, you fiend," he said, nodding his.
head. "I can't die but once, so if my time has
come I suppose it is all right."
"The soldiers will no come to save you," declared Bull Tail, shaking his head. "They too
far away. They send you to find Bull Tail and
his braves . . You find them, but they catch you.
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If they no catch you, you would have gone back,
and then pretty soon the soldiers come and make
heap much fight. Maybe some of Bull Tail's
braves get shot. But now they no come. Ha,
ha, ha!"
Potts knew that the chief was speaking the
truth. If he had succeeded in getting away
fte · locating the band it certainly would not
have been very long before the cavahymen would
have reached the place and attacked the 1·edskins.
The depredations they had committed since leavi:og the reservation warned the cavalrymen to
make short work of them if they could catch
them. The odor from the steaming pot seemed
tc, please Bull Tail immensely, and though there
was nothing bad about it, since the mess had
been salted, it did not apeal at all to the prisoner, even though he might have been hungry
if he had been free at that moment. Lower and
lower sank the sun. It was evident that Lame
Coyote considered that the dog-meat was nearly
done, for after placing a few more twigs upon
the fire, he stepped over to the chief and said:
"Pretty soon the . feast will be ready, Bull
--.
Tail."
"Good!" and the Cherokee chief nodded his
head approvingly. "But ,..,w e wait till the sun
s ts. Then I will take the paleface's scalp. Let
the braves gather the twigs and pile them up
around him, so when his scalp is taken the fire
can be started at once."
Though this was spoken in the language best
known to the red men, Johnny Potts knew
pretty well what was said . But if he had not he
would have realized it, for a word from the chief
caused nearly all his followers to rise to their
feet and start into the woods. Then they soon
came back, each carrying an armful of dry twigs.
These were piled about the tree until the helpless cavalryman scout could hardly see over the
top of them.
"I guess I'm a goner," he muttered, under his
breath. "When the fire is started it will soon
reach the branches of the pine over my head,
and as the flames soar heavenward some one may
see it. But it will be too late. The pillar of
flame will be but the news of my death. for by
the time it reaches the top of the tree I will be no
. It is awful to die this way, though. Can
rn
it h<> that there is no one near enough to help
me?"
Something like a wail of despair now came
from his lips, and the Indians turned and looked
at him with something like surprise. But instantly they realized that he was showing fear
again. Then they began dancing about the tree.
This seemed to please Bull Tail, for he gave the
signal, and soon the imitation drum was being
banged upon. It must have been that the redskins were pretty certain that there was no one
near enough to hear them, for they sounded their
war-whoops as they danced fiendishly about their
helpless captive. Johnny Potts felt that he had
made a mistake in giving vent to his feelings
audibly and he now bit his lips. But it could
no be helped now. That wail of despair he had
gi n utterance to had incited his cruel foes
again, and now he must stand and watch them
as they danced about him in their cruel delight.
He turned his gaze toward the setting sun, ,vhich
he could now see plainly below the branches of
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the trees. It was touching a blue ridge many
miles away., and in a few minutes more he knew
it would disappear from his view-forever, as
the Cherokee chief had said. The eyes of the
man now became riveted in that direction, and
while the red fiends danced and howled about him
he watched and waited.
Never once did he see any of them. for his
whole gaze was upon the sun that he was to
look npon for the last time. Down it went
swiftly now, for time seemed to have become
as nothing to the wretched prisoner. Bull Tail
was watching the sun, too, and the very moment
it became lost to view he drew his huntingknife and stepped toward the pile of brush that
was heaped about his victim. He pushed some
of the twigs aside, and then, gathering the scalplock in his left hand, he prepared to cut it from
the man's head. Again a wail of despair camefrom Potts. But he had scarcely iriven utterance
to it when-- Crang!' The sharp re-port of a
rifle rang- out. and the blade of the chief's knife
was broken off.
)

CHAPTER IL-Young Wild West and his
Friends.
As Bull Tail sprang involuntarily back his
his hand clutched the broken knife by the hilt,
and a yell of surprise went up from his followers.
It did not take more than two seconds for
Jahnny. Potts to realize that he had a friend
close at hand. The rifle shot that hatl been fired
certainly had saved his scalp, and it was not
strange that his eye- should instanth• turn in
the direction the report had sounded from. Then
it was that there was a crashing- in the bushes
at his right, and a voice cried out:
"Whoopee, whoopee-! Wow, wow! Yip, yip,
yip!''
At the same moment an answering yell
sounded from the opposite side of the camp. The
braves hurriedly gathere·d themselves together,
and ran for the cover of the woods.
"Save me!" shouted the prisoner, his eyes
dancing with joy. "Fire into the redskins. There
are only forty of them."
Bull Tail dropped the broken knife and gave
vent to a cry of rage. It seemed that he was not
going to be balked now, for he ran hurriedly to
the fire, and seizing a blazing stick started to
light the pile of fagots. Crang! Another shot
sounded, and the burning stick dropped from his
hand. This was a little too much for the Che"rokee chief, and casting a frightened look around
him, he hastened for cover. The entire band of
Indians had now sought the thickest part of the
woods that surrounded the clearing, which was
almost directly opposite from the bank of the
Hiding behind the trees, they
sluggish river.
waited, the most of them holding their rifles
ready to open fire upon those who meant to
rescue the captive.
After the yells that had sounded from either
side of the camp, there had been a silence, save
for the second rifle shot. All was now as still as
the grave again. The Indians of course did not
know how many foes they had to contend with,
since no one had yet shown himself. The seconds
drifted by, and soon a minute elapsed since the
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first shot had broken the chief's knife-blade. mand, in a low tone of voice, and then the sorrel
Then Johnny Potts heard the pile of fagots leaped forward and went galloping along the
moving behind him. But he had quite regained edge of the river bank.
· The two started · after him, and when they
his composure by this time, and knowing that if
he looked around, or spoke a word, the red- had covered about a hundred yards the yells of
skins would know as much a s he did, he remained the redskins told them plainly that a pursuit
to
stock still and ·n ever moved his head. The next in- had been started. But they did not see
stant he fe'lt the rope that bound him to the tree be much worried about this, for the tall tnan
suddenly relax. His arms were then quickly freed, gave a low chuckle and exclaimed :
"I reckon we'll stop that rush when they git
and then he heard the sharp clip of a knife, and
the rope dropped from his ankles. It was not in sight, Wild. You sartinly figured this thing
out all right. We got ther man away from 'em,
until then that a voice whi spered:
"Drop down upon your hands and knees and without any of 'em seein' us."
hustle out of here, my friend. I reckon we'll be
"That's right, Charlie," came the reply, in a
able to get you away from the redskins."
cool and easy tone of voice. "I was pretty
The cavalry scout did not wait to be told a sure we could do it. Come on. Our camp is
second time. Down he dropped as a quick as a not so very far av,ay, and once we get there
flash, and then, turning, he quickly forced his I _J;eckon we will be able to hold the red fiends
way from the tree, scattering the pile of fagots at bay for a while. If they keep in our sight
rights and left. He saw a youthful form at- long they will be thinned out somewhat, too, I
tired in a fancy hunting-suit of buckskin crawl- think."
ing along ahead of him, and knowing that his
"Well, as many as three of them went down,
life depended on it, he went after him as fast all right," spoke up the other boy.
the
of
edge
the
that
happened
It
could.
as he
Then they lapsed into silence, and nothing but
clearing was but a few feet distant, and as the the horse's hoofs and the yells . of the enraged
in
boy, for the person who had liberated him
Indians could be heard. But it must have been '
such a daring and clever manner was certainly that the redskins had started the pursuit on foot
nothing more, reached its cover and disappeared '.for gradually the yells died out in the distance,
,from view Potts was right after him, and when and when a mile had been covered they could
he saw his rescuer rise to his feet he exclaimed: no longer be head. A . couple of minutes later
"Thank you, young fellow. I thought I was a all three horses took to the water and forde d
goner."
the stream, which was very shallow at that
"Never mind that now," was the cool reply. point. Once at the other side a short rise was
"You just come on. You have got to do some ascended, and then they r ode into a narrow pass
running, I reckon ."
and came in sight of two tents that were erected
"All right; lead the way."
beneath an overhanging cliff. The little camp
Both were actually on the move .as they spoke, was well fortified, for it was more than h,alf
and now they went through the woods, straight surrounded by high, jagged rocks. As the two
for the river bank. But the Indians had seen boys and man rode up with the sti·anger who
their captive disappear below the pile of fagots, had been rescued in such a clever way, a shout
and though they knew they had enemies near went up from the camp, and then Johnny Potts
them, they seemed bent on taking his life. Blood- saw two young girls, a young woman, and two
curdling yell s arose from the band of savages, Chinaman rise from behind the rocks and wave
and with a rush they darted for the tree. As their hats in welcome.
they scattered the fagots a side they saw that
"Oh, Wild," exclaimed one of the girls, whose
the prisoner was gone. It was easy for them luxuriant
ha1r was waving in the breeze,
to guess that he had made for the nearest cover, "I am so blond
you saved the man. We were
so they ran in that direction. Crang, crang, afraid you glad
might get into trouble, or get sli
crang ! Rifle shots came from both sides of by the Indians."
the camp now, and thTee of the foremo st braves
"We did it, all right, Et," ca me the r eply from
threw up their hands and fell. This was quite
enough to make them dart for cover again. A the boy who had cut the pri soner loose from the
defiant shout sounded from the woods, which tree, a s he brought the sorrel to a halt and quicktold _the cavalryman and his rescuer that the ly slipped to the ground. "I reckon the redpursuit of the Indians had been checked. They . skins did not even get _ a: look at u s. Charlie
kept on 1·unn ing, and r eaching the river bank, and Jim kept them interested from either side
made their. way along it a shor t dist ance . of the camp, while I crawled up and cut the
and then found three horses in waiting. One of man loose. Here we are, -safe and sound. But
them was a magnificent sorrel stallion, and the I suppose there will be some warm work here
presently, for I reckon they went back to get
boy said:
"Mount. You must ride in front of me if you their horses, and they will certainly follow our
trail."
want to get away from the redskins."
Potts now dismounted, and quickly clambered
"All right," and Potts quickly did a s he was
....,
directed, the boy swining himself gracefuily over the rocks. It was then that the reaction
took place, and he sank to tlie ground in a helpupon the sorrel's back behind him.
The horse had scarcely been started forward less condition. Meanwhile his three rescue
when a tall man with fl.owing black. hair and a led their horses around behind the rocks, an11
mustache of the same hue reached the scene. then they came forward.
"Take a drink of water, my friend," said the
He was closely followed by a boy, who was
about the same age of the cavalryman's 1·escuer. boys, who had brought him safely to the camp,
as he tendered him a tin cup filled wit h the
"Mgunt and come on, boys," came the comI>
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life-giving fluid. "I reckon you will be all riglit flesh by the bullet. The rest had been quite
easy, for when he found that the chief seemed
in a minute or two."
Potts accepted the drink, and when he had glad to take refuge am<mg the trees, he took
the chance of leaving the cover of the woods
d ank the water he felt better.
·•1 don't know how I am ever going to thank and crawling swiftly to the pile of fagots. What
followed had been described, and so easy had
you," he declared, faintly.
"Weil, don't bother about doing it, then. You it all been that Young Wild West and his
are all right now, anyhow. Just take it easy." partners had good cause to be jubilant. Wild
The cavalryman gave a nod, and then, rising was not Jong in learning how far away the
to his feet, he walked over near one of the cavalrymen were, and realizing that there was
tents and sat down upon a rock. l\'leanwhile quite enough of the redskins to make no little
Young Wild West, for it was no other than tne trouble, he thought it would be a good idea to
Chamuion Deadshot and Boy Hero of the West dispatch someone to the cavalry camp. But he
who had rescued Potts, was keeping a sharp decided that it would be best to wait until Bull
watch in the direction they had come. The boy Tail and his braves had made an att~ck upon
stood leaning against a rock, his long, light them. That he and his friends could easily
hair streaming in the fresh breeze t!-iat came repulse them, he felt certain, even though there
up from the river, and in the fancy hunting were nearly forty •f the Indians looking for
suit of buckskin and broad-brimmed sombrero paleface scalps.
which he wore he certainly made a true pic"Keep quiet, aU of you, and be on the watch,"
ture of a dashing young hero of the Wild West. he said. "I am going to climb to the top of the
His two companions who had so ably aided him cliff and take a look around. I know the redin the rescue were Cheyenne Charlie, the scout, skins may be coming, for they could easily
.and Jim Dart, a Wyoming boy.
find where we forded the stream."
These two were known far and near as the
"All right, Wild," Cheyenne Charlie answered.
partners of Young Wild West, and many were "Go ahead. But take care yer don't git in
the thrilling adventures and daring exploits they ther way of a bullet. Some of them redskins
had gone through. The three females belonging kin shoot mighty straight, yer know."
to the party were Arietta Murdock, Young Wild
look out for that, Charlie," and so sayv.r est's sweetheart; Anna, the wife of Cheyenne ing"I'llthe young deadshot started to make his
Charlie, and Eloise Gardner, the sweetheart of way toward the top of the cliff, his Winchester
Jim Dart. The two Chinamen were brothers, in his hand.
named Hop Wah and Wing Wah, and were
The boy was not long in getting there, for
known as the servants of Young Wild West and he was strong and active, and used to such work.
his friends. The young deadshot and his com- Once at the top he crept further behind a rock,
panions were on one of the many trips they and took a look toward the river. He could see
took through the wildest parts of the West in the rippling water here and there through breaks
search of fortune and adventure. They had just in the trees, and it was not long before his eyes
reached the spot they had s.elected to camp at caught sight of an advancing band of Indians.
during the night when the sounds ' of yells from They were not coming very fast, which showed
the distance had reached their ears.
that they no doubt had the intention of waiting
Though 1t was over a mile away, the breeze until after darkness set in to make an attack
happened to be blowing from that direction, and upon their paleface foes.
_
it did not take Young Wild West and his partwhere we are," the boy
just
know
they
"Maybe
ners long to guess that a band of Indfr~ns were thought, and then he looked in another direction.
ear by and something more than usual was
He soon found out why it was that the Indians
taking place. The three ha~ qui~kly mounte_d were proceeding so slowly. Two Indians were
their horses and started to mvestigate, and 1t 1'iding away to the left, and the box had no
happened tl1at they arrived in sight of Bull doubt but that they had been near enough to
-'fail's camp in time to be able to make arrange- locate the camp, and were going back to give
ments to save the life of the captive. Always the information to their chief and his followers.
cool no matter what danger faced him, Young
"Ah," exclaimed Young Wild West under his
Wild West had quickly laid his plans. The re- breath.
"I understand. Well, we may expect
walked
had
Charlie
Cheyenne
that
was
sult
as soon as it gets dark, I suppose.
just
them
Dart
Jim
and
camp,
the
of
side
one
around to
will be ready for them, you can bet;"
we
But
a
lingered
deadshot
youngto the other. The
now just how it was going tfl be,
while in plain sight of what was taking place, theSatisfied
leisurely down, and soon joined
started
boy
take
to
and when the Cherokee chief advanced
companions.
waiting
his
the scalp from Potts he had raised his rifle and
"See anything of 'em, Wild?" the scout asked,
shot the knife blade in two. He could easily
have killed the chief, of course, but this he did anxiously.
"Yes, they are coming, but they hf1ve not
not wish to do just then.
crossed the river yet, Charlie," was the reply.
::.il '.Vhile the boy had no love for a hostile Indian,
"They s.:!nt two scouts to locate our camp, and
· he never liked to shoot one down, unless it was
absolutely necessary. After firing the first shot I ·happened to get sight of them as they went
he had hastened forward between the trees, and back. They know · just where we are, and by
through the dense undergrowth, and just as he the time it gets dark we may expect to hear
again c:::me in view of the camp he saw the from them."
"VVell, I reckon they'll hear -from us, too," and
ang1·y chief about to light the pile of fagots.
Then he fired again, shooting the burning stick Cheyenne Charlie smiled grimly as he spoke.
By this time Johnny Potts had so far recoverfrom his hand, though not touching the redskin's
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ed himself that he had accepted a rifle from
J im Dart, which had been taken from the ~upplies our friends had with them, and he declared that he would do his best when the attack
began.
"I am not a coward, Young Wild West," he
declared, looking at the boy and shaking his
head. "But I will admit I did beg for my life
from the redskins when I thought it was all up
with me. Life is sweet, you know."
"That's 1·ight," the young deadshot answered.
"No one blames you for that, I reckon."
"I would just like to get a shot at old Bull
Tail, the Cherokee chief," went on the cavalryman, his eyes flashing. "He is one of the worst
redskins in these parts, I am sure. That fellow
should have been hanged long ago, for there
was certainly enough against him to warrant it."
"Well perhaps you will have the chance, Potts.
But yo~ want to keep cool, and every time
you shoot make sure that you have got a redskin covered. That's the only way to do it.
There is no need of wasting ammunition. The
mere cracking of rifles and revolvers don't do
the harm; it is the bullets when they go straight
to the mark."
Potts nodded and looked admiringly at the boy,
who seemed to be altogether too young to talk
with such wisdom. Five, ten minutes passed.
It was now fast getting dark, for once the sun
goes down in that part of the country the twi_light does not last long. Young; Wild West ~nd
his friends had not yet eaten their supper. Wmg,
the cobk, had just started a ·fire to prepare it
when the distant yells of the Indians reached
their ears, and since that time they had all been
too much occupied to hardly think of eating. But
Wild knew it would be better to wait until
after they got through with the Indians, so
though the cook had continued the preparations
of the supper, and it was now ready and waiting,
he advised that they should not relax their
vigilance. Another five minutes slipped by. By
this time the dusk had deepened so that objects
could not be seen very far away. The stars
were coming out one by one, and soon the blue
·
canopy above was all in sparkling array.
It was just then that the call of a whip-poorwill was heard close by. While it sounded very
much like the notes of that bird, Young Wild
' West and his partners knew right away that it.
was but an imitation. It was . a signal from
one of the Indians, they had no doubt. When it
was answered from another quarter they were
sure of it.
"Now, then, everybody get ready," said the
young deadshot, in his cool and easy way.
The words had scarcely left his lips when a
savage yell sounded something like a couple of
hundr"ed yards distant, and then the clatter of
hoofs reached their ears. The Indians were coming!
CHAPTER III.-Wild Falls Into the Hands of
the "Indians.
There was an open spot directly before the
camp that must ·have reached fully a hundred
yards before the steep slope started. The ravine
was rather wide, i.:n fact, though right beyond

the camp of Young Wild West and his fri ends
it narrowed down considerable. It was across
this open spot that the Indians came riding.
Our friends could distinguish their forms a~~el
as the horses they rode, and when they saw that
they were not coming so very close to them they
understood full well that they felt rather caut ious about making the attack.
"Don't fire a· shot until they do," was the word
Wild passed to his companions. "I reckon old
Bull Tail is not going to take so very much of a
risk, after all. Can you pick him out in the
bunch, P otts?"
"No," replied the cavalryman, shaking his
head. "It is too dark for . that. But you can
bet he isn't in fr ont. He will not take too much
of a risk because he don't want to die just yet."
The Indians kept uttering their yells as they
rode on past the camp. They soon turned and
came back again, this time a little closer.
"I reckon they want us ter shoot at 'em, Wild,"
said the' scout. "They know that will make 'em
mad, so then they'll take their chances of rush-r
in' up an' makin' ther attack."
"Well, don't shoot, Charlie," was the reply.
"We'll let them go· on with their game."
The redskins rode on back until they were
lost to view. Then they turned and soon appeared again. This time they came riding very
close to the camp.
"Now, then, boys, get ready," said Young Wild
West, in his cool and easy way. "I reckon they
mean to try their luck this time."
He was right in what he said, for yelling like
so many demons the mixed band of Indians galloped toward the rocks that pTotected our friends
a;nd fired a volley. The bullets did no damage
whatever, and a laugh came from the scout's
lips. Still Young Wild West did not give the
command to fire. Wheeling their horses t-he redskins rode on back a shoi-t distance, and then
began riding back and forth. It was quite easy
for Ol.lr hero to distinguish their forms, and he
noticed that the whole band was there in force.
It would have been quite easy for our friends
to have shot many of them down, but since the
word was not given by Wild no shots were fired.
After making maneuvers for two or three minutes, a fresh yell went up from the lios of '::he
Indians, and then they came chargini strai 6 ;,t
for the rocks, firing as they came.
"Now, then, boys, give it to them," cried Young
·
Wild West, in a ringing voice.
Crang, crang, crang l The Winchesters began
cracking away, and the din was deafening. As
many as half a dozen of Bull Tail's warriors
went down before the galling fire. The check it
gave them was really wonderful, and when the
young deadshot saw them galloping away he
coolly observed:
"I reckon that was a little more than they expected, though they might have known that we
were waiting to let them have it. They won't
come back very soon again, boys."
"If they come many more times, and get the
same d9se each time, there won't be any of them
left," spoke up Johnny Potts, who was delighted
at the way things were going.
Young Wild West's sweetheart, Arietta, had
taken part in the firing, and as she now proceeded t o place some fresh cartridges in the
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magazine of her rifle the cavalryman turned
and looked at her with admiring eyes. The only
light there was in the camp was that which
came from the smouldering fhe, which had been
aUowed to die down.
"I never saw a girl shoot like you did just
now," Potts observed, shaking his head. "Do
you think you hit any of them?"
"I am certain I hit at least one," Arietta
replied, smilingly.
"The first shot I fired
brought down one of the redskins, that I am
sure of. But after that th.e smoke was so thick
that I can't say whether I hit any of them or not.
But I took care to aim on what I thought was
the proper level."
"Well, I don't know whether I hit any of them
or not, but it was not because I didn't want
to if I failed. Anyhow, there is as many a s
six of them lying out there, and I think I can
count four horses."
·
"Yes, I suppose there are that many," the
girl answered.
"I take it that you have experienced such
things before," Potts went on.
"Plenty of times," was the reply. "I was
brought up where Indian fighting was a frequent occurrence. That is ·why I learned how
to use a rifle."
"Arietta is all right," spoke up Wild> just
then. "She can do a s much as the average man
when it comes to fighting bad Indians."
"You're certainly right, Young Wild West,"
the cavalryman retorted. "I feared that the
girls might get very much frightened and make
me feel uneasy, but I see that the other two
ladies kept very cool, even though they took no
part in the fighting."
"They would have taken a hand in it, too, if
it had been necessary," the young dead shot assured him. "While they are a little nervous
sometimes, when it comes to the point they are
always ready and willing to do their best. But
I reckon I will follow up the red skins and find
out what they mean to do. The r est of you
remain right here and keep on the watch. You
must not give them a chance to surprise you.
One thing about it, they can't get behind us
and make an attack from that direction. The
cliff overhangs too far for that. They could
get up there and hurl down rocks, but no ha rm
would be done to u s if they kept it up for an
hour or two."
"You are not going to leave the camp now,
Young_ Wild West?" the cavalryman a sked, in
some surprise.
"I certainly intend to, right away, Potts."
"Don't you know that it is rather dangerous ?
Bull Tail is sharp enough to leave one or two
of his braves to watch u s, you know."
"Well, let-them watch. I reckon I can manage
to get through the darkness without being discovered by them."
No one else seemed to object to the boy leaving
the camp, so Potts made up his mind that it
must be all right. Having decided upon what
he was going to do, Wild crawled around behind
the rocks, and keeping close to the foot of the
cliff, worked his way along in the direction the
retreating redskins had gone. So experienced
in woodcrapt was he that the young deadshot
could move without making a sound, even though
J,
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he had never traversed the ground before. Revolver in hand, he continued on his way, and aS',
he rounded a bend and came to a little open
spot about a hundred yards from the camp, h-'
c~ught sight of the redskins. They had dismounted and were gathered in a bunch close
under the towering cliff. The boy pierced the
darkness with his eagle eyes, and feeling satisfied that he would not be in any great danger
by going a little further, he resumed his way.
Two minutes later he was within thirty or forty
feet of Bull Tail's band. Crouching behind a
rock, he watched and listened. The Indians were
talking in guttural tones, and it was easy for
him t9 understand that they were in anything
but a pleasant humor. Wild understood the
language of the Sioux pretty thoroughly, but
he could not understand all that was being said,
since the conversation was being carried on principally in the Comanche language. But he, soon
caught enough of it to understand that the redskins were rather afraid to make another attack
on the palefaces, and that the majority of them
were for going away a short distance and waiting for a good chance to swoop down on them.
The young deadshot smiled when he had learned
this much.
"I reckon if they wait for a chance to get us
in that fashion, they will wait a long while,"
he muttered, under his breath. "They need not
think that we are going to be caught napping in
that way."
Satisfied with what he had learned he turned
to go back. But it happened that h~ touched a
good-sized boulder that -was about ready to roll
down into a little hollow, and before he knew
how it happened _it went over, making no little
noise. Young Wild West knew he was in for
it now, so he slipped quickly to the left and
c1·ouched behind another rock, hoping tha't · the
Indians would think that the boulder had rolled
down of its oyni accord, fo1· one of. them ran
r ight to the spot where he was crouching, an<l
act ually fell_ over him. A startled yell came
from the Indian as he scrambled to his feet and
then Wild got up and started to run. B~t it
was too late to get away now, for tl-\ere were
two or three of them right in his path. The
only thing to do was to fight, so he opened fire
and two of them fell before him.
'
. But a s he spr ang over them a hand grabbed
him by the ankle and he was thrown heavily to
the ground. One of the redskins he had shot at
had g rabbed the boy's ankle in a dying effort.
';l:hree or four of them pounced upon him in ro•
Jiffy, and struggle as he mig ht, he was soon
made a captive, while the yells of delight that
went up from the band fairly rent the air.
"Well, it can't be helped," thought the boy
who never once lost his coolness. "Anyhow, I
reckon they'll know at the camp what has happened to me."
His captors dragged him along close to the
edge of the cliff and soon he found himself facing the Cherokee chief.
"Ugh!" exclaimed Bull Tail, as he leaned forward an·d peered into the boy's face.
There was just enough light from the stars
for him to do this, and with a start he quickly
added:

•
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"Young Wild West!"
"'l:hat's who I am, Bull Tail," came the cool
reply. "You caught me napping, and you have
got me. But that's all right. I am not worrying about it."
The chief made no reply to this, but turning
to his warriors, he spoke something in his own
tongue, and the result was that Wild was quir:l<ly
thrown over the back of a mustang and securely
tied, so he could not fall off. Then the redskins
mounted their horses and started away from
the spot. Wild was more chagrined than frightened at what had occurred. The fact was that
he hardly knew what fear was, anyhow, and as
he had been many times captured by hostile
redskins, it was nothing new to him. But to
be caught just because he had accidentally set
a boulder off its balance, made him feel that he
had not been cautious enough. While he was
being carried swiftly along he was doing lots of
thinking. He knew very well that if Bull Tail
and his braves had their way about it they wouM
put him to death. But he depended upoh Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart to save him.
If they could not do it his sweetheart, or perhaps Hop Wah, might. Hop Wah, we might as
weli say riih.\ !1ere1 wa~ a11 l);ic:c~ption to hj§
race. Many times nad he been the means of
saving the lives of Young Wild West and his
friends, and hence it was that he had become a
fixture to the party. He was called Young
Wild West's clever Chinee, and this was because
he was a sleight-of-hand performer. The tricks
he sometimes performed were amazing as much
as they were mysterious, and when he got a
chance at the ignorant Indians he usually made
them think that he possessed supernatural
powers. Wild knew very well that if Charlie
and Jim felt themselves incapable of the task
Arietta and Hop would lend their assistance.
The boy was not treated roughly during the
ride, which covered perhaps five miles, and finally
when the Indians came to a halt he was untied
from the mustang, and then led to a tree.
Bull Tail saw to it personally that he was
bound to this, so that there could not be a possible chance of his getting loose. Then the
chief selected two braves to stand guard over
him when he went about to give his instructions
to go into camp. That the Indians thought they
might be attacked by the friends of the boy was
evident, for they had selected a spot that was
well adapted to standing an attack. In a few
ro.inutes the Cherokee chief became satisfied that
everything was all right, and then he ordered
a fire to be lighted, since they had nothing in
~he way of lanterns to light up the scene. When
this was done and the flames began soaring upward the young deadshot had a chance to look
over his captors. He coolly counted them and
found that they numbered just thirty-one, including the villainous old chief. As the fire
was going · good Bull Tail held a short consultation with some of his warriors, and then turning toward the helpless boy he drew his hunting knife.
"Me take the scalp of Young Wild West, the
paleface boy," he exclaimed, his eyes gleaming
savagely. "Then me burn alive. Young Wild
West no get away like the soldier did,'!"

CHAPTER IV.-Charlie and Jim Go to the
Rescue.
After Young Wild ·w est had taken his d~
parture from the camp Jim Dart turned to
Jimmy Potts, the cavalryman, and suggested
that the two of them go out and gather up the
weapons of the Indians that had fallen.
"While we have plenty of firearms and cartridges it is just as well that we gather up those
that are lying around," he explained. "There
is no use in letting the redskins come back and
get them. Besides, you need a sort of outfit in
that line, anyhow."
"That's right," Potts retorted, with a nod,. of
approval. "I'll go with :you right away."
"Come on, then."
·
The two quickly left the inclosure, and climbing over the rocks, were soon looking about
where they knew the bodies must be. There was
light enough from the stars for them to see
fairly well, so they were not long in finding what
they wanted. Johnny Potts suddenly gave an
exclamation of delight.
"Here is my carbine," he said. "1 consider
myself lucky, for I was so used to the piece that
I hardly thought I could shoot as well with any
other."
"Well, just look for your cartridges. The
chances are you will find them, too," Dart answered.
"Yes, here they are, sure enough," came the
reply, half a minute later.
Of the six Indians that had fallen five had
possessed rifles, and taking these along with the
revolvers and knives, as well as the ammunition,
the two went back to the camp. As they were
showing what they had obtained Arietta looked
at Jim and said :
"Did any of them have a fancy head-d1·ess?"
"Yes, I think one or two of them did, Arietta,"
the boy answered, quickly. "Why do you ask?"
"Well it might be that such a thing would
come in handy before we get through with this
thing. Suppose one of you should want to diss:_uise yourself?"
.t"That's right," exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie.
"I reckon I'll ;;o out and see what I can pick up."
The scout had no sooner said this than he
started from the camp. He was ·gone about five
minutes, and when he came back he carried with
him a rather gaudy head-dress, which looked as
though it might have belonged to the chief, and
two gaily colored blankets.
"I found these strapped to a dead horse," he
explained, as he showed the articles. "It looks
as though they might have belonged to ther
Cherokee chief, 'cause no common brave would
own sich finery. These blankets is mighty near
new, if I'm · any judge, an' jest look at 'em!
They're all wool~ an' they're as light as a
feather."
As he held them up the 1·est could not help
agreeing with him. One of the blankets was
bright scarlet, fringed with yellow and purple,
while the other was a green and white plaid.
It was a chief's feathered head-dress that the
scout had found, sure enough, and as he laughingly put it on the end of the feathered streamer
reached to his waist.
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"If you shaved that mustache off, you would
make a pretty good-looking Indian, · Charlie,"
Anna suggested.
"Well, I dont · want ter look like an Injun, so
I ain't goin' ter shave it off, gal," was the reply.
•~~ reckon I don't want ter look like an Injun,
'cause I hate all Injuns like pizen. My father
an' mother was killed by redskins, yer know,
though I wasn't big enough at ther time to remember much about it. But ever since then I've
had a hatred toward the1· whole race."
"It might stand you in good hand to look like
one some time or other," said Johnny Potts, smiling at him. "Suppose you wanted to make your
way into a redskin camp for some purpose?
Then it would be all right, wouldn't it?"
"Sartin," and the scout nodded assent. "I've
often done that, too. Well, I hope I won't have ter
do anything like that for a while. It ain't hardly
likely that anyone's goin' _ter get caught by Bull
Tail an' his gang."
The articles he had brought in were laid
aside, and then all hands settled down to wait
for the return of Wild. Just as they were beginning to think that it was high time he made
• his appearance, a series of yells sounded further-1
up the ravine.
"Great gimlets!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie,
leaping to hfs feet. "I know what that means.
Wilq has got caught, as sure as anything."
The face' of Arietta turned pal~, for she, too,
realized that something like that must have happened. Johnny Potts looked dismayed.
"Maybe they have not caught him," he remarked, shaking his head. "Suppose we run out and
see what the trouble is?"
d th
t t d.
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.
without :waitmg a second longer, he_ leaped ?ver
t~e barricade of rocks and started !n the direction th~ soun~s ca1!1e from. Charlie a J?-d Potts
1
con":'ere right with him, and as th e yel_mg
tmued they kept on a run. ~y th e time th ey
had reached the. spot where W_ild ha~ bee? captured, the redskms ha~ _gone wi th th eir Pl_'ISOner.
The hoof-beats of then horses could plamly be
heard, however! an~ then they turned a nd looked
--At each other m silence for the space of a few
seconds.
"They have got him, sure enough, Charlie,"
Jim Dart said, shaking his head.
"That's what ther matter, Jim," came the reply, with :"- shrug of the shoulders. "I don't
kn.ow Jiow 1t could_ have hap:pened, though, •~ause
Wild 1s always mighty cautious, yer know.
"Well, ~e _has met with some mis,~ap, I suppose. This 1s what I call bad work.
"Mighty bad, Jim."
"Very bad, I should say," added the cavalry· g to. do now?"
: .
a t are we ~om
,,
m~n. "Wh
. Do! "echoed Charl}e, _loo~mg ~t, him 11:1 surprise. . Why, ~e an Jim _is go,m to · git our
horse~ Jest as quick :3-s we kin! a~ fo~lel'" up ther
redskms. If we cant save Wild it will be somethin' strange. We've done such things afoi-e, I
·
reckon."
"Well, you should not lose any time about it,
then."
"We ain't goin' ter; come on, Jim."
Then Charlie started swiftly foi- the camp, the
other following him. Arietta stood upon a rock,
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the light of the fire showing off her form to good
•
advantage.
"What is it, Charlie?" she asked, in a voice
that tr-embled slightly.
"They have got him, Arietta," was the reply.
"Me an' .Jim is goin' ter strike out right away."
The girl jumped down from the rock without
a word. She was very brave, and though she was
not a little worried over what had happened, she
did not get excited. Anna and Eloise were much
agitated, however, and it was . not until Arietta
spoke·to them assuringly that they quieted down.
Meanwhile Charlie and Jim quickly saddled
their horses, and as they were ready to mount
the former called out to Potts and said:
"You stay here with ther gals. We may be
gone ther biggest part of ther night, but if we
don't show up by sunrise I reckon you'll know
that somethin' has happened ter us. Then you'll
have ter use your own judgment about what yer
do. I can't say now more than that."
"All right, Char4ie," the cavalryman answered.
"I'll do just as you say."
"Well, I s'pose you'll have ter do as Ai-ietta
says, after we're gone," came tlie reply. "She's
generally boss when Wild an' me an' Jim ain't
here."
"Well, I assu,;e you that I will do exactly as
.
.
.
she says, then.
The two now flung themselves astride then
steeds and started a;.yay at a gallo~., It occurred
to both that most likely the Indians_ h'.1d gone
back to the spot where they_ had. been m camp
when they were about to kill the cavalryman.
If such :v,ras the case ther~ "."as no need of
the!11 trymg to find th~ trail. m the darkness,
which would have been 1mposs1ble, anyhow. So
they rode on until they came to the bank of the
river, and then fording it they continued on
close to the sh'eam until they neared the spot
where they had made the successful attempt at
rescuing the cavalryman. When they were as
close as they thought it was advisable to go
with the horses they dismounted, and leaving
them standing in a clump of trees, the lrridle
1·eins hanging over their heads they started cautiously forward on foot. There was nothing
in the way of a light to be seen, but this did
not surprise them any, since they thought the
Indians mio-ht remain in darkness so as to hide
themselves "'from the view of •any~ne who might
come in search of Young Wild West. Charlie
and Jim kept on their way until they reached
the .edge of the clearing where the .Indians had
been camped at the sunset that night. It did not
t ake them very long to find that there was no
one there now. ·
"Charlie" said° Jim shakin1< his head "I
reckon they didn't com~ here. They must have
gone somewhere else."
"That's right, Jim," the scout answered, with
a nod. We've sorter got off ther ti-ack, I reckon."
"Well, we must find where they are, that's all."
"That's right Jim. But which way are we
goin' ter look?"'
"We'll go back to the ford first, Charlie. It
may be that they did not cross the river at all.
They might have found a spot ~o halt at that just
suited their purpose on the other side."
"Maybe they did." admitted the scout, who was
not much on figui-ing out things in general, and
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was always ready to act on the suggestions of The scvut was sorely upset. II.-. could not for
· others.
the life of him imagine how they were t o save
'1 ney hurried back to their horses, and mountthe young deadshot. But Jim's fertile brain was
ing them rode on back to the ford. Dismounting hard at work now. He looked upward a nd saw
here, they crept along upon their hands and that the tree to which the boy was bound reared
knees, lighting matches to find if there were any itself higher than the top of the cliff.
·•
fresh ti·acks leading in the other direction. But
It occurred to him that possible he might get
there were none, so they soon came to the con- into it fr om the cliff, and then carefully make
clusion that the Indians had not crossed the his way down . If he was able to get within
river at that point, anyhow. Mounting again, reach of Wild h" might sever his bonds, and
they let the horses walk across to the other side, then the boy could make a dash for his free dom.
and then they took to the g-round again, and He- was not long in telling the scout of his
more matches were lighted. But there were no thoughts. Charlie caught upon the idea at once.
fresh trar.ks leading that way save those that
"We'll just see if we kin find a way ter git to
had been made by themselves when they came ther top of ther cliff," he saia. "Come on back,
with Wild to find out what the distant yelling Jim."
meant before sunset.
But Jim had already started before the w ord~
"Well, Charlie, there is only one thing for us reached his ears, and with Charlie following him
to do, and that is to go back to the mouth of he noisele sly made his way back for several
the ravine, and then look for the trail by the aid feet. Then he began feeling about for some way
of lighted matches," said Jim Dart.
of climbing to the top of the cliff. But there
"That's right, Jim," was the reply. "If we was none there, so he went. on further back.
kin only find which way they went our horses They were so near the ·horses that it struck
might take us there· right away."
Cheyenne Charlie that if they needed a rope t'l
"That's just what I was thinking, Charlie."
aid them now was the time to get it. They each
Back they rode, and reaching the spot where had lariats han.~ing to their saddle horns, so
they knew the Indians must have been but a when Jim told him it would be advisable to get
short time before, they dismounted, and Charlie one of the scout hastened back to the horse$.
struck a match. The hoofprints showed !Jlainly Dart waited for him, and when he appeared
enough, and the ground was just soft and yield- with the rope he again started to • find a way
ing enough to permit them to see that some of to get to the top of the cliff. This time hP. wa
the mustangs were without shoes. Charlie went more successful, and then, climbing upward,
ahead iTt " rrouching attitude, lighting a m~tch usiPg the bushes that grew from the face of the
now and then, and soon they found that the trail bank to support him, the boy moved rapidly
turned to the left and ran parallel with the river, toward the top of the cliff. Half way up he
thrugh at a distance of probably a hundred yards paused, and leaning toward the scout, who was
horn it. In this '\\ ay they kept on until at last directly below him, he whispered :
the yelping of a dog sound_ed close at hand.
"Charl ie, maybe it would be better for you to
"Ah!" exclaimed CheyennP. Charlie, as he remain below. Then you could meet Wild and
hastily extinguished the match he held in his hurry him along to the horses. In case y ou arn
hand. "I reckon we've got 'em, .Tim."
hotly pursued, if I should be able to cut Wild
The two led their horses on a short distance, loose from the tree, you can both mount and·
:>"d then. Ji>aving them in a clump of bushes, ride on, taking my horse with you. I will stand
they proceeded ahead on foot. Cautiously they a pretty good show of getting away, I reckon,
made their way along, and as they passed and I will go on foot."
• ',rnuo-h a narrow cut between some rocks
the
"All right, Jim," was the reply. "I reckon
faint glimmer of a fire was seen not far distant. that's about ther best ·way ter do it."
That the redskins were trying to hide thE: fire
Charlie turned and went back to the horses.
from anyone's view was evident. for they could Meanwhile Jim continued on, and in a very few
see the ontlines of cedar brush that was no minutes he was delighted to find that a narrow
doubt piled up to hide it. They remained at a ledge 1·an along- below the top of the cliff directly
halt for a minute or two, and then Jim touched to some branches of the tree to which Wild was
the scout upon the arm and whispered:
hound. Carefully he seized hold of a limb, and
"Suppose we creep around to the left, Charlie. then drew himself fr om the ledge. The next
I think we can do better by keeping close to the minute he was slowly descending the tree. He
cliff. That fire is piled pretty close under it, had almost reached the foot of the tree when
which shows that they have been careful enough his hand caught hold of a dead limb. There was
to keep out of the open. Come on."
a sudden ~nap, and then Jim went crashing t o
Jim led the way, and soon they were nearing the ground!
the fire, which now could be seen quite plainly.
A little further on and they reached a point
from which they could get a pretty good view CJf
the Indian camp. As their eyes took in the
CHAPTER V.-Jim Takes the P lace of Wild.
scene they were not long in resting upon the
helpless form of Young Wild West, who was
Wild did n ot flinch when the Cherokee chief
bound securely to a tree. Two braves stood on threatened to take his scalp, but looked at him
the ground close at his feet, while the rest were steadily, and then said:
scattered around in little groups. Both Charlie
"I reckon you don't want my scalp, Bull Tail.
and Jim knew that the Indians were most likely You may think you do, but you don't, for all
keeping a shrap watch, so this made them h~ that. You know better than to take the scalp
m ore cautious than ever in their movements. of a paleface in these days. Ther may have
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been times when you could do it and feel that
you would be pretty safe afterward. But those
times are gone. You just go back to your tepee
and sit down and think it over."
Slowly the chief's knife lowered, and then 1t
was placed in his belt.
•~Young Wild West heap much brave," he said,
with. something like admiration.
"Well, I'm telling you the truth, Bull Tail,"
was the reply. "You take my advice and go to
you tepee '"and sit down and think it over. You
and your braves are bound to be caught sooner
or later, and if it happens that you have taken
a scalp no quarter will be shown you. You ·
might better be taken back to the reservation
alive than to be shot down. I reckon you want to
live as much as anyone else does."
It was evident that Bull Tail felt that the
boy°'was telling the truth, for he remained silent
for a moment, and then, with a savage nod of
his ·'head, he turned and walked straight for his
tepee. Wild was more than satisfied at having
made such an impression on the old chief, and
he now resolved to take it easy until something
turned up in his favor. Wild could see over
the ca1;tp pretty well, and as he cast an occas~·.onal glance around for some sign of his partners,
whom he knew would surely come sooner or
later, his gaze was invariably followed by the
two braves guarding him. It did not take Wild
long to realize this, so he ceased, and began
.
talking to the Indians.
"Bull Tail is a very great chief," he said to
the guard on his left. "He knows . that he has
made a mistake in starting on the war-path.
You all know that. By and by a lot of cavalrymen will come galloping up. You will shoot and
they will shoot. But when the shooting is over
there will be very few redskins left. You know
as well as I do."
The Indian gave a grunt, but made no other
reply.
"You had better get together and advise your
chief to let me go," went on Wild. "By keeping
me here a prisoner is only making it all the
worse for you. I know what I am talking about,
redskin."
"Ugh!" came the grunt again.
"' Then Wild tried to get the other guard to say
something, but was unable to do so. After a
while he called out to the chief, saying that he
desired to talk with him. But Bull Tail paid
no attention whatever. He had appointed half
a dozen of the braves to guard the camp, and he
• no doubt felt that he was perfectly safe. The
minutess flitted by, and the longer he waited
the more uneasy Young Wild West became. When
he thought it about time that his partners should
reach the spot he grew perfectly calm, and
waited patiently. But it w,as not until half an
hour later that he heard a slight sound in the
tree above him. The young deadshot's ears were
as sharp as any of the Indians in the camp, and
since he suspected that there was someone in
the tree over his head he listened with more
han usual attention. Wild now prepared himself for a break for liberty. He surely expected
that it would not be very long before the thongs
that bound him to the tree would be severed.
Then something happened that startled him not
a little, even though he was prepared for almost
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anything. The tree snapped as the limb broke
with Jim Dart, and there was a crashing in the
branches over his head, and who should land
upon the ground right before him but Dart!
Fortunately Jim landed upon all fours, so he was
not hurt any, though consioorably shaken up,
since the drop had been fully ten feet.
"Keep cool, Jim," said Wild, in a low tone.
"Don't get excited."
But every Indian in the camp had heard Jim
drop from the tree, and though they were not
a little surprised, several of them· gathered about
the spot • in a twinkling. The result was that
Jim was only able to cut Wild loose from the
tree before he was seized and thrown to the
ground. But with Wild it was different. He
knew that Jim stood no show whatever, so he
decided quickly to make a run for it, anyhow.
He leaped forward straight upon two of the
Indians, who had drawn their revolvers, and
throwing out his elbows hard on either side, he
sent them staggering. Then with a shout of
defiance he bounded away in the darkness.
"I'll come and get you, Jim," he called out,
.
•
and then disappeared.
He had not covered more than twenty yards
when the hoot of an owl sounded not far away.
He knew very well that it was not the cry of
a night bird at all, but a signal from Cheyenne
Charlie. He answered it quickly, and then ran
faster than ever.
"This way, Wild," the voice of the scout called
out, .suddenly, and then our hero (caught a
glimpse of the forms of Charlie and the horses.
He bounded forward, and reaching his own
horse, vaulted lightly into the saddle.
"They've got Jim, _Charlie," he said, "but we
must get away, so we can come back and save
him."
"Right yer are, Wild," was the reply, and
then the three horses went galloping away from
the spot.
· Both the young deadshot and the scout felt
pretty sore at being compelled· to leave Jim in
the clutches of the redskins, but they knew there
was nothing better for them to do just then,
so they kept their horses going at full speed.
But neither of them had any intention of going
back to the camp just then. They hoped to be
able to come upon some soft ground, where their
horses might go on without making ·much noise.
Then they would dismount and hide from the
1·edskins a while, after which they would try
and make their way back and rescue Jim. They
had not gone more than half a mile when they
struck the very piece of ground they wanted.
Then Wild suddenly swung off to the right.
"This way, Charlie." he said, in a low tone of
voice. "Slacken speed. and don't make any more
noise than you can help."
Then soon brought their steeds down to a walk,
and then it was not long before they were ascending a long rise that was plentifully covered
with bushes and rocks. Carefully they swung
around. and soon they were heading almo!"t.
straight back for the camp of the redskins. Dark
as it ·was, Wild knew pretty well what direction
to go, and a few minutes later he brought hi:;
sorrel stallion to a halt and dismounted. The
scout quickly followed his examp.le. They had
reached the top of the cliff that overlooked the
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Indian camp now, and the gleam of the campfire showed plainly in the darkness before them.
As they could not hear the hoofbeats they felt
pretty safe. There was only one thing to fear
just then, so Young Wild West thought, and
that was that the Indians might go on until
they came to the camp. In that case Johnny
fotts and the girls would have their hands full.
But when he came to think it over it was hardly
likely that the Indians would make an attack,
since they would be of the opinion that the
fugitives had got there. Wild was not long in
coming to the conclusion that it would be all
-right, anyhow. so he now crept toward the edge
of the cliff, which was only a few yards distant.
As he reached it he leaned over and looked downward. When he found that there were fully a
qcore of the Indians there, anJ that Bull Tail
was one of them, he gave a nod of satisfaction.
He could see the tree to which he had been
bound but a short time before, but Jim was not
there. Evidently B]!ll Tail had profited by what .
had happened, and had seen fit to place the boy
somewhere else. But when Wild could not see
him anywhere a sudden fea1; came over him.
Presently Cheyenne Charlie crpt up to his side.
"I can't see anything of Jim, Charlie," he
whispered. "Do you suppose they could have
made ·short work of him?"
"No," was the emphatic reply. "They wouldn't
do that. What they want is ter have a chanc.e
ter do a little torturin', I reckon. He's either
got away, or else they've got him away back
under the cliff. We can't see down there, yer
know."
"I hope you are right, Charlie."
After a wait of three or four minutes, Wild
began creeping further along the edge of the
cliff. It did not take him long to reach the
point he was heading for, and, then he gave a
nod of satisfaction. A stake had been. driven into
the ground close to the face of the cliff, and to
this Jim Dart was bound in an upright position. ·
The pale face of the boy showed plainly in the
. firelight, and when Wild saw that he was alive
and apparently unharmed a thrill of joy shot
through him. Back he crept to the waiting scout.
"Did yer see anything of him?" Charlie asked,
anxiously.
"Yes; he is tied to a stake directly below us,
Charlie," was the reply. "Now you let me have
one of your guns and your hunting-knife. I am
going down there to get him. The redskins
certainly won't be thinking that anyone will try
to get down that tree now. They are of the
opinion that we have gone back to our camp,
most likely."
"Sa1-tin," was the reply. "Go ahead. Here
yer are."
Wild took the revolver and knife from him,
and then started to find a way to get down upon
the ledge that was ·a few feet below, so he might
get into the tree and descend. He persevered until he found the way to get upon the --ledge, and
then he crept forward noiselessly and _seized a
branch of the identical tree that Jim had started
to descend a short time before. He went on
down with remarkable quickness, while the scout
leaned over the bank and watched as well as he
could from above. The redskins were chattering away in low tones, and the more they talked
< I

r . '
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the better the boy in the tree liked it. Just
as the boy reached the lower limb of the tree
and was fi_guring on taking the chance ·to swing
himself lightly to the ground, -the Cherokee chief
started toward Jim. Then it was that a daring
resolve came upon Young Wild West.
"I'll make that old redskin give Jim his~'
erty," he thought. "Here goes."
Then he let go and dropped lightly to the
ground. The sounds he made as his feet struck
the earth caused the chief and two or three
others to look. that way. With the quickness of
a panther Wild leaped forward and catching
Bull Tail by the throat, he pressed the muzzle of
his 1·evolver against his temple.
"Bull Tail, if you don't order your braves to
set the prisoner free I will blow out your brains!"
he exclaimed.

.

CHAPTER VI.-Three Leave the Camp.
Charlie and Jim had not been gone long from
the camp, when Hop Wah, the clever Chinee took
it upon himself to help pass the time away'. He
saw .that the girls ~nd Potts were very uneasy,,
and as he had experienc'id a great deal with the
Indians and other dangerous men of the Wild
West, they know pretty well that they would not
be attacked by the redskins right away. The
fact that Wild had been captured-for the
Chinaman really believed that such was the case
-made ~im fe~l doubly sure that they would be
safe for a while, at least. No one had said a
word since the scout and Dart took their departure.
"Whattee mattee?" Hop said suddenly. "Everybody velly muchee still, so be. Wakee uppee.
Misler Wild allPe light. He no gettee hurt by
um ledskins. Me velly muchee sure of lat."
"I hope you are right, Hop," Arietta spoke
up, in a voice that sounded hopeful.
"Me knowee lat, Missee Alietta. Me waitee
plenty timee, and len if Misle1· Charlie and Misler Jim no comee back me go. lookee for ]em.
Me velly smartee Chinee. Me findee velly muchee
..,.
qu!,ckee."
What could you do, heathen?" Johnny Potts
asked, as he gazed at the Chinaman in a way
tn:l;t told that his opinion of him was not much.
'·Me velly smartee Chinee, Misler Potts-;" came
the reply, in a bland tone of voice.
He gathered some twigs and threw them upon
the fire, and as the blaze fre shened up so that
objects could plainly be seen, he motioned for
Potts to come over and sit down upon the rock
near the fire. This the cavalryman did, though
he acted as though it was with some reluctance.
Hop now coolly picked up a rotten branch. This
he broke into a piece that was about five inches
in length, and then handed it to the cavalryman.
"What's· this for!" Potts a sked.
"Me wantee you lookee at um piecee wood, so
be."
"All right, I'm looking at it. What will I do
now?"
"You givee back to me."
"Well, here you are.''
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Hop took the piece of wood, and then- out came
the big yellow silk handkerchief that he always
carriecl with him for the purpose of aiding him
i~erforming his sleight-of-hand tricks. He
held the stick up so everyone might see it ,ilamly,
and then carefully began wrapping it in the
handkerchief. This done, he placed it upon the
ground near the fire, and then gave a nod of
approval. Then he began making a few mysterious passes with his hands over the handkerchief
that contained the piece of wood.
"When me counteee thlee me makee um stick
allee samee turnee into um cigar, Misler Pott.,,"
he said blandly.
"Go ahead, let's see you do it."
Hop's face now took on a very serious expression, and raising his finger he brought it
down suddenly and said:
"One."
Up it went, and when it came down again he
exclaimed:
.
"Two!"
The movement was repeated.
"Thl'ee!" he said, suddenly. "Now you lookee
and you findee velly nicee cigar, so be."
"Well, maybe I will. I wouldn't be surprised
if I did," and. so saying Potts picked up the
handkerchief and began unrolling it.
Sure enough, the stick was gone, and in its
place was a cigar, which looked to be just one of
the ordinary kind to be found in the stores and
·
saloons in that part of the country.
"You likee smoke?" Houe inquired, not seeming to notice that the cavalryman did not express
much in the way of surprise, as he looked at
the cigar.
"Yes. I like to smokE!, all right, and since I
ate a little supper not long ago I will light this,
if you have no objections."
Potts took a burning brand from the fire and
calmly lighted the cigar.
"I suppose you think that was a very clever
trick you performed, Hop," he said, as he puffed
away, and looked at the Chinaman smilingly.
"But the fact that you're a magician made it
~ite easy for you to wrap the cigar in tbe handkerchief instead of the stick. I have seen such
things done before."
"You makee Iillee mistakee, Misler Potts. Me
no do lat. Me velly muchee magic man. Me
make um stick allee samee turnee into um cigar.
Pletty soonee me makee um cigar turnee. in
somethling else."
"I hardly think you will do that, Hop,"- and
the cavalryman laughed loudly. "I have ·got it
going now, and as it seems to taste pretty good,
I intend to finish it."
"Lat allee light. You watchee. Me makee lat
cigar allee samee tui-nee into velly nicee fireworks pletty quickee. Me--"
There was a sharp hiss, and then a stream of
blue fire shot out from the end of the cigar,
_,Jeaching fully ten feet from the · astonished
cavalryman.
"Ouch!" he exclaimed, as he threw the cigar
away, and fell back over the rock he had been
sitting upon.
"Hip hi! hoolay!'' cried Hop, and then he began dancing about in a manner that showed how
delighted he was.
"Lat velly nicee cigar," declared Hop, and then
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~e took it from the ground where it lay smok-·
mg.
Potts sat down again and watched him as he
tore the roll of tobacco apart. When the Chinaman had picked the remains of the cigar to
pieces he drew forth his handkerchief again and
carefully dumped the tobacco into it.
"Now ·Jen, you watchee," he said, nodding to
the _cavalryman. "Me showee you lat me makee
um stick comee back."
· Hop seemed to carefully wrap the pices of
tobacco in th.e handkenhief, and when he had
done so he rolled it up and placed it upon the
ground.
"Now !en," said he, "when me allee samee
countee thlee you Iookee and you allee samee
findee um stick."
He went through the same performance as
before and when the word left his lips the
cavalryman quickly seized the handkerchief. He
could tell right away that "the stick was there,
so he coolly unfolded it and brought it to light.
He looked around for some traces of the tobacco,
but was unable to find any.
"That's pretty good," he declared. "I was
watching you very closely that time, and I will
say that I didp't see you put the stick in the
handkerchief."
In this way the time passed quickly, and when
an hour had elapsed since Charlie and Jim had
gone to find out what had qecome of WHd,
Arietta l'OSe to her feet and began walking about
uneasily.
"I can't imagine what is keeping them .so long,"
she said.
"Well, they said they might not be back before
morning," Potts spoke up.
"Yes, that is true, but if they have been able
to find the Indians they should have done 1'omething by this time, I think. There is never anything gained by waiting, you know."
"But it may be that the redskins have kept
l'ight _on going."
"How far it is from here?" Arietta asked.
"A little over twenty-five miles, I should
think."
"Well, suppose you go now. You can have or,e
of oul' horses. I think it n:iay be necessary to
have the help of the cavalrymen, for if Charlie
and Jim have got into trouble we will be placed
in a bad fix.,, .
"Well, I am ready to go, Miss Arietta."
"All right. You (!an take Wing's horse. Hop
may want to use his before morning."
Potts cel'tainly meant what he said, and he
was ·not long in saddling the horse. Potts mounted, and waving them adieu started from the
camp. As the sound of the !roof-beats died out
in the distance Arietta turned to her companions
and said:
"Now, then, if any of the Indians should come
prowling around we ·must keep them off. Girls,
you must nerve yourselves to put up a fight,
though I hardly think we will be bothereed before morning."
A gloomy silence soon came over the camp
again, and when this had lasted for some little
time Arietta sprang to her feet and exclaimed:
"Hop, I want you to go with me. I am going
to try and find out what has happened to ,vild,
and where Charlie and Jim are. Ann« and l'..t<:1!~
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will stay here with Wing and take their chances."
Anna and Eloii;e did not offer to make a protest. Ia a v~ry lew minutes Arietta and Hop had
saddled their horses, and then, advising Wing
to put out the fire, and for them to remain perfectly quiet and not think of going to sleep, they
rode off through _!he darkness.

- ,,

through the thick foliage, some of their bullets
:would be sure to reach him. But he decided .that
it was the best way out of it, so he stepped qu~kly to the tree, and dropping his revolver mto
. the holster, he leaped upward and soon drew
himself out of sight. Up he went, slowly but
surely. He was satisfied that Jim was at the
top of the cliff now with Cheyenne Charlie and
that they were both leaning over, ready to' open
fire in case the Indians proved to be treacherous.
FolWhat
and
Escape
VIL-The
CHAPTER
As he got a_ little high~r up he caught a glimpse
lowed.
of Bull Tail. The chief was standing exactly
To say that the Cherokee chief was astonished where he had left him, his eyes fixed upon the
when Young Wild W~st pressed the muzzle of brayes before him. Cautiously he went upward
a revolver against his head would hardly be until he· found the ledge right at his side.
"This way, Wild," the voice of Cheyenne Charexpressing it. Bull Tail gave a gasp, but did not
lie whispered. "I come down here so I could be ·
offer to try and wriggle from the boy's grasp.
"Do as I say, chief," commanded Wild, as he ?! some help in case yer got into trouble. By
pushed the weapon closer against the redskin's Jmgo ! but that's ther greatest thing I've seen
skull. "Order the prisoner to be released in- done ,in a good while. Jim is all right. He is
right behind me."
stantly, or off goes the top of your head."
Two second later and Wild was upon the ledge.
Bull Tail must have fully realized the danger
· "Good-night, Bull Tail," he shouted. "You
he was in, for he quickly said something in his
own language, and the result was that one of the have kept your word. Now, then, if you gather?
Indians quickly stepped over to Jim, and cut his y_our brave~ together and go back to the reserva~ion you will show that there is something good
bonds loose.
.
"Get your weapons, Jim," said Wild. "Then m you, after all."
An angry yell went up, which told plainly that
climb up the tree. If any of the red fiends atthe chief did not appreciate what the boy said.
tempt to shoot at you I will kill their chief."
Jim had been much amazed at the proc-eeding, The yell had hardly died out when another soundbut he had suffi.c'iently recovered by this time to ed off to the right.
'.'The ,rest of the redskins are returning," said
know just what to do. A quick leap upward and
Boys, I reckon we have got to light out
he caught hold of a branch. Two seconds later ~ild.
he had disappeared among the branches over- m a hurry. We won't dare to go in the direction
head. Meanwhile Wild stood stock still, never of our camp, either. Come on, we'll get to the
once relinquishing his grasp upon the throat of horses."
. · Young Wild West and his partners reached
the chief, or moving his revolver.
"Now then, Bull Tail," he said, as coolly as their horses in double-quick time.
"I reckon we'll have to keep right on to the
though it was nothing much out of the ordinary
that was transpiring. "I want you to give me right, boys," said Wild, as he swung himself into
your promise that I shall go away and not be the saddle. l"If we start to reach the camp
now we will surely be cut off. Come on."
interfered with by you or your braves."
Charlie and Jim were quite willing to go in
"Ugh!" grunted the chief, and then he
wriggled slightly as though he desired to get any direction he suggested, so the three rode
away, the clatter of their horses' hoofs ringinlji
·
free.
"Are you going to do it?" Wild queried, giv- .on the night air. In this way they kept on for
ing him an extra tug with the muzzle of his gun. perhaps half a mile, all the while the yells of
the enraged Indians sounding in their ears. But
"Young Wild West go free."
as. the sounds did not come any nearer they felt
"Ah! do you mean that, Bull Tail?"
They were now going down a
quite easy.
"The tongue of Bull Tail is not crooked."
This was said with something like pride, and gradual descent, and a couple of minutes later
they reached a gorge that was rather narrow
Wild felt that he might be trusted.
"Well, you just tell your braves that they and had a · stream of water flowing throuO'h th~
are not to interfere with me until I climb to center. Wild gave a nod of satisfaction"'as he
the top of that tree. Do you hear what I saw?" sa_w this, and quickly put his horse to the water.
The chief hesitated, and then he did just as His partner followed his example, and then they
the boy told him to. Wild glanced at the faces rode along, still keeping at a walk for probably
of the nearest of the redskins, but was satisfied two or three hundred yards. The stars were
that few if any of them too much stock in what still brightly shining overhead, so, choosing a
course that would enable them to swing around
the chief said.
"Well," he said, not knowing what else to do, and start back for their own camp, they rode
"I will take your word for it, Bull Tail. But forward at a gallop. But they had not gon
if you show that you have lied to me there are more than a mile when the clatter of hoof.,
those close by who will riddle you with bullets. sounded almost directly ahead of them.
"Great gimlets!" exclaimed the scout, "I reckon
You see, you are bound to die, anyhow, if you
them Indians what was goin' back has rode
don't stick to what you said."
So saying, the boy releas_ed his grasp about along an' cut us ofl', Wild."
"It sounds very much as though that were the
the Indian's throat, and drew his revolver back.
He knew he would have ac rather slim chance if case, Charlie," the young deadshot replied, in
the Indians fired upon him as he was ascending his cool and easy way. "Come, we will turn off
the tree. Whether they could see him or not to the left. There is a high bank over there,
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which I can see quite plainly. Maybe we can
hide and they will pass on."
The three turned sharply and headed for the
black-looking bank that loomed up a couple of
hundred yards away. As the ground happene<l
o be quite soft their ho1·ses made little or no
sounds, and a minute later they came to a halt
and dismounted. Then it was that they suddenly came upon a sort of shed that had been
built at some time against the bank. There
being no other available place to hide, they dismounted and led their horses under the shed.
1'hey had bafely done this when they saw several horsemen riding along almost straight toward them. On came the redskins, and a minute
later they came to a halt within a couple of
hundred feet of the shed. It might have been
that they would have passed on without thinking of looking under the shed, but Jim's horse
happened to give a violent sneeze just then.
Instantly the eyes of the redskins were turned
in that direction. Then they came riding forward at a trot.
"Give it to them, boys," said the young deadshot, coolly.
Crang, crang, crang! The three Winchesters
,;..
they were possessed of sent out a veritable hail
of bullets, and the distance being so short ~everal of the redskins went down in as many
seconds. But those who had escaped being hit
quickly rode away.
"Boys," said Wild, as the last of them di sappeared from view, "I reckon we will have to
stand a siege here. It will never do for us
to attempt to ride out in the open now. Though
it is pretty dark, ther~re enough of the redskins alive to fill u s with lead. The only thing
we can do is to wait here a while and see what
turns up."
"That's about ther size of it, I reckon," the
scout answered. "But I can't sav as it will do
so much good ter wait, though, Wild."
"Maybe it won't, Charlie, but we will stay
here long enough to try and think up something
to do. There is one thing certain. If any of
us make the attempt to ride away we won't get
very far. It might be that one of us could get
away on foot, though."
"Suppose I try to do that, Wild?" suggested
Jim Da1·t. "If I could get a short distance away
and open fire on them from another quarter I
might draw them toward me, and then you and
Charlie could mount and leave and take my
horse, which has caused all this trouble, with
you."
"All right, Jim. Just wait about five minutes,
and then if the redskins don't show an inclination to make an attack on us you can see if you
can climb up the bank. That is about the only
way I can think of just now."
Savage yells sounded in the distance, which
told that Bull Tail and the rest of his followers
were hastening toward the sound.
"I reckon I haven't time to lose, Wild," said
Jim Dart. "Suppose I try to get away now?"
"All right, Jim," was the reply. Go ahead.
I know you can do it if anyone can."
Dart now crept out of the shed and felt his
way along the edge of the bank. In a minute
or two he found a slanting place, and then up
he went, like a coyote. It was only a few feet
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to the top, so he got there without making
scarcely a sound. lt was just ihen that the
Indians hiding behind the ridge began firing in
the direction of the shed. The bullets whistled
over the heads of Wild and Charlie, and as the
scout was about to return the fire our hero said,
in a whisper:
"Don't, Charlie. There is no need of letting
them know just where to shoot. I have an
idea that they- don't know exactly where ,'!e are,
and if they see the flash from our rifles they
would know surely. In their hurry to get away
they may not have exactly located us."
"All right, Wild," was the reply. "Jest as you
_
say."
Pretty soon another volley was fired, and
thi s time they failed to l\ear the hum of the
bullets, which told plainly that the redskins were
shooting in another direction. The last of the
shots. had scarcely been fired when half a dozen
forms were seen rushing toward the bank on
foot.
"Here they come, Wild," exclaimed the scout,
as hi s finger nervously played with the trigger
of his rifle.
"Give it to them," was the reply.
Then each fi rer! two shots in quick succe 9sion,
and only three of the redskins were seen standing. Yelling wildly these darted away in the
darkness.
CHAPTER VIII.-Hop Disguises Himself As A
Redskin.
Jim Dart, from his place at the top of the
bank, knew pl'etty well how things were going.
He 1·ealized that Wild and Charlie could not
hold out very long when the rest of the Indians
got there. He did not go far after reaching the
top of the bank, but cro~ched among the bushes
trying to think of something he might do to
assist his companions. So far he had not firer!
a shot, and he hesitated doing so now.
"By jingo!" he exclaimed, as a sudden thought
struck him. "Maybe I can haul them up by
means of the lariats. It is worth trying, :..nyhow. Here goes."
He quickly secured · his own lariat, and the
one that was hanging from the sz..c!dle of the
sorrel stallion. Then the boy crawled back to a
point that was almost directly F.b)ve the shed.
He got there just as the reinforcements appe,ued upon the open below him. Jim quickly bevan
lowering one of the ropes, so it h :mg directly
at one side of the shed. As the end of the rope
touched the ground he called out softly l
"Wild, Charlie! Get hold of the rope."
But at that very instant a bloodcurdling yell
sounded, and about twenty of the _Indian$ -:ame
dashing toward the sppt where the young deadshot and the scout were. Jim's words had not
been heard. This he knew very well. Some rapid
firing went on from bcnea~h hill'., though the Indians did not choose to fire a shot. They rushed
right on, regardless of those who were falling
about them, and a few seconds later the firing
ceased.
"They've got them," muttered the boy at the
top of the bank, as he shook his head sadly.
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"Wild and Charlie must have shot down several
of them, but the rest came right on, and the
distance being so short they have overpowered
them, I suppose. Well, I am quite certain they
have not harmed them. They no doubt mean to
put them to death by torture. That will give
me a chance, anyhow. I shall not give up yet."
The exultant yells of the savages told him
plainly that his worst fears• had been realized.
Then the boy no longer hesitated. He started to
run away, treading as lightly as he possibly
could. But he had not covered more than a hundred yards before he heard footsteps coming
from the other direction. He turned sharply to
the right and began picking his way through
the bushes. When he had gone a short distance
he became satisfied, that he had deceived the
redskins, for the two searching parties had come
together, and he could hear them talking excitedly. The boy now felt that there was nothing better for him to do than to head for the
camp.
"I'll go and get them to come back with me,"
he thought. "Then Hop can rig up some kind
of an explosive, and while he's frightening the
'redskins out of their wits perhaps we may be
able to get Wild and Charlie away from them.
It is the only thi~g to do."
The boy continued on until he was satisfied
that he was not being pur~ued, and then he
struck a straight course for the camp.. He had
covered perhaps a mile when he suddenly heard
the sounds of approaching hoofs. He listened,
and soon became satisfied that there were as ma~
as two horses approaching. Standing in •
shadow of a big rock, he waited, and it was not
long before he saw the outlines of two horses
and their riders. Then Jim easily saw that one
of the riders was a female.
"It's Arietta!" he exclaimed, under his breath.
As the two came up closer he saw t:iat the
other was a Chinaman; and of cou.rse that meant
that it w~s Hop. Jim now ran out and called
out, softly:
"Hold on a minute! It is I-Jim."
Arietta and Hop quickly reined in their horses.
They were not a little surprised and pleased, as
well, to find Dart there.
"Where are Wild and Charlie, Jim?" Arietta
asked, anxiously, as she leaned over and looked
' at the boy.
"The 1·edskins have got them, Arietta," was
the reply. "We have had a lively time of it.
First Wild was a captive, and then it came my
turn. Wild then did a daring piece of wo;rk
and got me away from them. But it seemed
that we were not to get away as easily as all
that, for the red fiends followed us up and cornered us about a mile from here. I left Wild
and Charlie under an old shed we found against
a high bank. There was no chance to leave it
with the horses, so I climped to the top of the
bank, hoping to be able to fire at the redskins
and draw them away long enough so Wild and
Charlie could ride off and make their escape.
But the whole crowd came along just then, and
before I knew it some of them were at the
top of the' bank on either side of me; and the
only thing I could do was to get awy. This I
did, luckily, and I started to go to the camp
to look for help. But you are the very two I

wanted to come back with me, so I reckon it's
all right."
Arietta had listened in silence, and she now
shook her head in approval of what Dart said.
"Well, it's too bad that Wild and Charlie h,a:4
to get caught again," she said. "But never ,....
mind, Jim. If they will only let them live a
while I am sure we will be able to save them.
Potts has gone to inform the cavalrymen of what
is going on here. He says he will surely be back
by morning, and if we can manage to get Wild
and Charlie away from the Cherokee chief and
his braves it will be the last fight of the redskins soon after daylight comes. There are quite
enough of the cavalrymen to wipe them out in a
hurry, Jim."
"Good!" the boy exclaimed.
He now felt much encouraged, and satisfied
that Hop could be of the greatest service to
them,- he now turned to the Chinaman and said:
"Have you got any big firecrackers with you,
Hop?"
.
"Yes, Misler Jim," was the quick reply. "Me
allee samee gottee thlee, four.
Me knowee
whatee me wantee, so me always have some
fireclackers."
·
"Well, come on with me, then. I'll try and
lead you to the spot where I last saw Wild and
Charlie. Probably the Indians have taken them
away from there by this time, but I think we
had better go straight there."
.
Jim's hopes had risen to such an extent that
he now felt that he had more than an even
chance of saving his partners. He did not accept the invitation to ride with Hop, but went
on ahead at a walk. The distance was not so ·
very far, he told them, and he advised that they
make their horses tread as lightly as possible.
It was not long before they could hear the hum
of many voices. This told them that the Indians
had not left the spot where Wild and Charlie
had been captured. Jim crept toward the edge
.of the bank, Arietta and Hop following him.
Before they got to it they could see the glow
that came from the fire below them, and as they
finally reached it they peered over and saw the
bank of redskins, or what was left of them; sitting around the fire and eating. As the three '
leaned over the bank and watched them it occurred to them that Wild and Charlie must be
still alive. If the Indians had undertaken to
execute them they would have yelled so loudly
that they would have heard them. But try as
he might, Dart could not decide upon any plan
of action. Finally he drew back a short distance
and beckoned to Arietta to follow him.
"What do you advise?" he asked, in a whisper.
"Well," replied the girl, who was remarkably
cool, considering the circumstances, "so long as
they show no disposition to harm Wild and Charlie, I suppose it will be just as well to wait.
The night is pretty well advanced by this time,
as you know, and if it happens that they don't
intend to put their prisoners to death until morning the cavalry may arrive in time. Possibly
Hop might be rigged up to represent an Indian,
and then strategy might be· used to effect tlfe
release of Wild and Charlie."
"Good idea, Arietta," and Jim nodded to show
how well he approved of what she suggested.
So Hop was called and told to go back to the
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camp and carefully rig himself up so he wou·1d
look like an Indian. It• was soon arranged just
what the Chinaman was to do, and then he started off on his errand. Reaching his horse, he
mounted and rode away, and in due time arrived at the camp, where he found Wing sound
asleep, and Anna and Eloise waiting with no
little anxiety. He soon told them what the
situation was, and then he lost no time in disguishing himself as an Indian. Then, with a
scarlet blanket wound about him, Indian fashion,
he mounted and rode away. It was considerably
past midnight by this time, and by the time the
Chinaman neared the spot where he had left
Jim and Arietta the early hours of the morning
were at hand. When Hop came back he quickly
learned that the situation was about the same
·
.as when he had left.
"There's only one thing that bothers us, Hop,"
Arietta said, shaking her head.
"Whatee lat?" the Celestial asked.
"Well, we are not certain that Wild and Charlie are there. It may be that they were killed
before we get here."
"Me no thlinkee lat," and Hop shook his head.
"But maybe me better go and findee outee."
. "Do so, if you can, but don't get caught, whatever you do."
"Allee light, me no gittee catchee."
Hop had been so long with Young Wild West
and his friends that he had become quite an
adept in the art of woodcraft, as well as scouting. He crept to the edge of the bank, and noticing that the majority of the redskins were
lying upon their blankets near the smoldering
fire, he decided that it would be an easy matter
for him to go down among them, and find out
where Wild and Charlie were. Bidding Jim and
Arietta to rest easy while he was gonl!, he soon
started off on his errand. He went along a
couple of hundred yards, and then as the bank
sloped on down to a level, he followed it and
started" toward the camp of the 1·edskins. Not
until he was within a hundred feet of the tepee
occupied by the chief did the Chinaman halt.
Then he dropped upon his hands and knees and,
crawling out until he was within a few yards of
two or three Indians who were lying aslep upon
their blankets he lay down.
There was light enough from the fire for Hop
to see about all that was to be observed in the
camp, and it was not long before he saw Wild
and Charlie, bound hand an:d foot, and lying
under the shed. The next minute the clever
Chinee was creeping away in the darkness. He
managed to cross the line the sentry was following, and then it was not long before he had
reached the top of the bank, and was making his
way back to Jim and Arietta. They were both
much relieved when they heard his report.

CHAPTER IX.-The Cavalry Arrives.
Johnny Potts rode hard after leaving Young
Wild West's camp, for he fully understood that
much depended on him getting to the camp of
the cavalrymen. It must have been nearly two
o'clock when Potts finally reached the camp of
the cavalrymen. He was warmly received, as

might be supposed, for the lieutenant in command had about given him up as lost. Potts
soon made his report, hurriedly relating the conditions that existed over twenty-five miles away.
The lieutenant no sooner heard this than he gave
his orders, and the result was that the bugle
sounded for the men to break camp with delay
and go to Wild's assistance. On they rodit but
Potts must have lost his way again, for they
covered at least five or six miles that were unnecessary before he struck what he knew to be
the right direction. The liutenant decided that
it would be better for them to go direct to the
camp of Young Wild West, so that they might
make sure that the girls were safe.
The first indications of the approaching day
were showing in the east when the cavalrymen
entered the mouth of the ravine and rode toward
the place where Young Wild West had camped
the night before. As they neared the spot they
brought their horses down to a walk. Then
Johnny Potts rode on ahead and gave a signal,
which he thought might be recognized by those
at the camp. It was answered almost immediately by the scout's wife, who could readily understand that it was not an Indian who had called
out.
"It's all right," Potts answered. "I have got
back, and I have got all the cavalrymen with
me."
Then he rode up, followed by the rest of the
troopers. But when they found that there was
no one at the camp but Anna, Eloise and the
Chinese cook, who, by the way, was still sound
asleep, the brave boys in blue did not feel as easy
as they otherwise might have done. Anna declared that she had seen nothing of those who
had left the camp for hours, and that she feared
that the Indians had caught all of them. The
lieutenant thought a moment, and then he gave
orders to turn, so that they might go and look
for the trail the Indians had made the night
before. It was growing lighter all the time,
and when they were able to see more plainly they
finally struck the trait When they had covered
nearly a mile it was so light that they were
able to distinguish objects quite a distance from
them. Suddenly the sharp eyes of Potts, who
was doing more watching than any of the rest,
caught sight of a female figure standing in bold
relief against the gray southern sky. It was
Arietta, and when she waved her hat Potts felt
like giving a cheer. But he quickly called the
attention of the lieutenant to the girl, and then
several hats were waved in answer to the girl's
signal.
"You had better order the men to keep still,
lieutenant, if I may make the suggestion," said
Potts," said Potts, saluting his superior.
"Certainly," was the reply.
This was done, and then, with their horses at
a walk, the cavalrymen rode on. A little further
on they saw Arietta approaching them on foot.
The girl's face was flushed with joy and excitement now.
"You are in time!" she exclaimed, her eyes
flashing. "The Indians have got Wild and Charlie, and they are now making preparations to
burn them alive, but it will take them several
minutes before they are ready, so you will have
plenty of time to act.."
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"Well," said the lieutenant, "I think it will not
be a hard matter to rout the redskins, and save
the prisoners. We will ride around as near as
we can get to them before starting to <;harge. I
suppose one of you can lead us to the spot thi.t
will suit our purpose."
"Oh, yes, I can do that myse1f," declared the
girl, "but Jim Dart knows the way better, perhaps. Wait here. I wouldn't go further than
we ·are, if I were you, since you will only have
to turn and ride back."
The cavalrymen came to a halt, and then
Arietta was not long in returning to Jim Dart
and Hop? The two came back with her, the
Chinamen still attired in his redskin disguise.
At first the cavalrymen could hardly believe that
he was not a real Indian, since Hop's complexion
was rather on that line, and with his gaudy
feathers and scarlet blanket he certainly looked
the part he was playing. The lieutenant had met
Jim Dart before, and after he had shaken hands
with them they had a short talk, the result of
which was that .Tim agreed to lead .them around
to the level ground below. They were not long
in reaching the spot, and by this time yellow
streaks were showing in the east, and it was
light enough for them to proceed with the charge
upon Bull Tail and his fierce warriors.
"Line up, boys," was the command, and then
Jim Dart rode out to the left of the line and
waited for the bugle to sound.
The Indians were not more than three hundred
yards distant, and they surely would have little
chance of mounting and riding away before the
. cavalrymen reached them. The next minute the
bugle call sounded, and then away dashed the
troopers to the rescue of Young Wild West and
Cheyenne Charlie.

CHAPTER X.-Con'clusio n.
Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie had
<.:ertainly done their level best when the Indians
made the rush for the old shed. But as the
reader knows, Bull Tail's followers would not be
checked, even though several of them bit the
dust. The two were quickly overpowered and
disarmed. Then the chief rode up and ordered
that they should be bound hand and foot and
left where they were for the present. The
Cherokee chief did not censure them for not having found the other boy, but on the contrary
told them to look after the dead, and then proceed with the evening meal, which had been interupted before darkness set in. The result was
that in half an hour everything was peaceful
in the camp. Meanwhile Wild and Charlie reclined upon t}Je ground under the shed, wondering how long they were to be left alone.
It was but natural that they should think
that the chief would be in somewhat of a hurry
to put them to torture, but it proved that that
council of war resulted in the decision that they
were to be burned to death at sunrise. This was
talked of among the braves, and some of them
spoke it in English. Hence it was that Jim Dart
and Arietta became aware of the. intentions of
the red fiends while listening at the top of the
bank. Of course, Wild and Charlie were more

than pleased at the result of the conference, for
it meant that their friends would have plenty
of time in which to form some plan to rescue
them. The hours dragged by, and it was not
until midnight that Bull Tail thought of retiring to his tepee. But before doing so he took i,z
on himself to step over to the two helpless captives and taunt them a little.
"Young Wild West heap much brave," he said
sarcastically. "He get away from Bull Tail before, but now he no get away-never . When
the sun rises in the east to-morrow morning the
fagots will be piled up around hi'm and his paleface friend. Then Bull Tail will cut off their
scalp-locks and the fire will be lighted. When
the smoke goes up the flames begin to burn they
will call out to Bull Tail to spare their lives.
But· that will only be music to his ears. Young
Wild West and the paleface man with the black
hair must die."
Then he stalked way the short distance that
lay between the spot and his tepee, and passed
inside. That was the last our two friends saw
of him until it began to grow light in the east.
It had been a tedious time to them, this long
wait, and since they had seen or heard nothing
of their friends, they had begun to grow very
anxious indeed. But neither of them gave up,
for they thought that Jim, at least, must 1:ie
somewhere close by, and that he had already
forn:ied plans to rescue them. As it began to
grow lighter the Indians commenced to stir
about, and when Wild and the scout saw them
gathering dry brush-wood they knew what it
meant. Pretty soon half a dozen. of the braves
came and deposited armfuls of fagots near the
•
shed.
"Young Wild West will burn pretty soon,"
said one of the braves, grinning savagely at
them.
"All right, you red galoot," Cheyenne Charlie
retorted. ':Git everything all ready, . an' when
,,
you do it make a good job of it."
As the 1·edskins went. away to gather more of
the brush there was a crackling sound on the
roof of the shed. Wild and Charlie instinctively
looked upward. Then it was that a voice whispered through a crack.
"Me allee samee here, Misler Wild."
It was Hop who was speaking to them. The
clever Chinee had no sooner seen Jim Dart depart with the cavalry to prepare for the attack
upon the Indians than he suggested to Arietta
that it would be a good idea for him to descend
by means of a rope and try to liberate Wild and
' Charlie before the shooting began. Young Wild
West's sweetheart promptly agreed to this, so
Hop, still attired in his Indian disguise, was
not long in tying a rope to a convenfent tree,
and then he lowered himself down to the roof
of the shed. So quickly did he do this that he
was there ·before Jim Dart and the cavalry had
reached the foot of the descent. The voice of
the Chinaman was music to the ears of Wild
.
and the scout, as might be supposed.
"Come on down here, and cut us loose, Hop,"
our hero said, in a whisper.
"Allee light, Mister Wild," was the reply.
"But me wantee tellee you lat um cavalrymen
came here in two, thlee minutes, so be. Ley
allee samee lide down with Misler Jim to git
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}eddy. Pletty soonee velly muchee b~ng-bang! he had worn the greate1· part of the night, and
Led skins fallee allee samee allee 'lound. You he SOOJ.J. donned the trappings of the chief, gaudy
allee light, Misler Wild; you allee light, too, Mis- blanket and all. Having done this much, the
ler Charlie. Me feelee velly glad to tellee you clever Chinee pro<luced a small mirror from one
of the many pockets his coat contained, and surlat."
This news was indeed consoling to the two cap- veyed himself in it.
"Gleat gimlets!" he exclaimed, un<ler .his breath,
tives. They both felt like giving vent to cries of
adopting the favorite expression of Cheyenne
delight, but they knew better than to do so.
"You had b'etter not try to get down here, Charlie when surprised. "Me allee samee looke-e
then, Hop." said Wild, still keeping his voice to a velly muchee likee um Chelokee chief, so be. Me
fow whisper. "If the redskins should happen to velly smaTtee Chinee. If me havee lillee warsee you it might mean death for you. Suppose paint me makee um ledskins thlinkee me Bullee
·
y ou stay where you are until the fight is over? Tail."
The more he thought of it the more he felt
This is going to be the last fight of the redskins,
I feel certain. How many of the cavalrymen like doing it. But when he began to think that
it might be a ve-ry oad move on his part to <lo
are there?"
"Allee samee about thirty, so be, Misler Wild," a thing like that, since the cavalrym~n might
catch him unawares and shoot him, thmking he
was the reply.
"Good. I reckon they will make short work of really was the chief, he did not think it would
,t he red fiends, then. But I would like to get be such a very good idea, after all. But the
free, so I can take a hand in the game. I would temptation was too great to res ist. Hop relied
just like to meet the Cherokee chief on even -on his cleverness to avoid being mistaken for
terms. I'd soon show him that I'd make short the chief by the cavalrymen. He crept back
to the opening he had made in the tepee and
work of him."
warHop made no reply to this, but they could peered inside. As he supposed, there was
cans of
iboth hear him moving on the roof. A few sec- paint there. There were two or three
long
onds later three or four of the Indians came yellow, 1·ed and blue paste and he was notcoolly
back, each bearing an armful of the fagots. in possessing himself of them. Then he of a
Meanwhile Hop had worked his way to one ·side proceeded to smear his face in imitation out.
of the shed, and by ,a id of some clinging vines chief, using his little mirror to help him
he lowered himself to the ground. But when · The Chinaman was nothing if not daring at
he got there he saw that several of the redskins times, and as he was of about the same height
had gathered closer to the shed, and that it would as Bull Tail he ,a rose to his feet and stepped
be imposs~ble for him to think of creeping in to softly around to the front of the tepee. It hapcut loose the bonds of Wild and Charlie. He pened that none of the redskins were looking that
looked around, and when he saw that he stood · way at the time, so he coolly walked to the shed
much better chance of xeaching the tepee of the where the captives lay.
"Ah!" he exclaimed in a guttural tone of voice,
chief a spirit of mischief must have come over
him, for a smile crossed his yellow countenance, ,a nd so clever was his disguise that neither Wild
,a nd then, dropping upon his hands and knees, nor Charlie thought him to be any one else than
he crept along behind the rocks, and soon reached the old chief.
If Hop had not stood there enjoying the joke
the back of the tepee.
The only weapon he had in his hands was a for a few seconds he might easily have liberated
sharp hunting-knife, and after listening for a the two, but as he strutted back and forth before
moment and hearing a steady snoring inside the them in a very haughty way the sound of a
tepee, he gave a nod of satisfaction and then bugle rang ,o ut on the clear morning air. ·
"Um soldiers allee samee come, Misler Wild!"
[Proceeded · to cut a rather long slit ..in it. This
done, he pulled it open a little and peered in. It he exclaimed.
The young deadshot and the scout loo}(ed at
was just light enough for him to see the form of
•the old Cherokee chief lying upon a blanket him in astonishment, and then a yell went up
.sound asleep . Near him lay his gaudy trappings, from the braves, as they hurriedly gathered up
and as Hop took notice of them he decided to steal their we-apons. One of them rushing to the
them, just to make the chief a bit puzzled when •s pot, and catching the supposed chief by the
he awoke. Hop knew it would not be very long arm, pulled him away, as though to place him in
before he did awake, too, for he was expecting shelter. At the same moment the real chief
every minute to hear the cavalry coming. Feel- popped out of his tepee, with only a couple of
ing "that he would be safe in going ahead, he feathers sticking from his plaited :hair. He
used his knife with great dexterity, and cut an- carried an old war tomahawk in his hand, w.hile
-0ther slash in the skin of which the tepee was in his belt was thrust a knife. He had not even
made, this time cutting cross-ways. Then it taken time to gatheT up his other weapons.
was easy for him to reach in and gather the When he saw what appeared to be his double he
gaudy feathered head-dress and other trappings almost forgot that the cavalry was approaching.
belonging- to the sleeping chief. When Hop got Hop knew he was in peril, so he quickly jerked
them out he looked at the feathered head-dress himself loose from the grasp of the Indian an<l
with a critical eye. It happened that there were ran from the spot. Too astonished to pursue
enough bushes behind the tepee for him to sit him, the redskins gathered about their chief, for
the y we1·e now thoroughly alarmed. Crang ! A
there without being seen.
"No lookee likee mine, so be," he observed, volley came from the carbines of the rapidly
approaching; horsemen, and half a dozen of the
shaking his head.
Then a sudden thought struck him, and he Indians fell to rise no more. It was too late t o
smiled more than ever. Off came the disguise mount, so the braves scattered and sought cover
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behind the rocks. Crang! Another volley was mantled the scout, sharply. "Why didn't yer
fired, and several more fell befor·e they could come here afore? Hurry up an' git us loose."
As the Chinaman quickly severed their bonds
get out of sight. Then it was that the' rest
turned and fled for their Jives, hoping to escape half a dozen shots sounded, and then a loud chee'r
by hiding along the bank, wl1ere the bushes went up.
"I reckon they've got 'em all, Wild," said
were thick and the rocks plentiful. At a swift
gallop the cavalrymen came on, carrying every- Charl:e, as he straightened up and tried to get
thing before them. By thi s time Hop was se- his blood in circulation. "Well, I'm mighty glad
curely hidden among some vines, and he did not it's over. I don 't know as I eve1· put in a more
t'.are to venture forth for fear he would be taken tedious night."
"The same here, Charlie," replied the young
for an Indian and shot. The' only one of Bull
Tai"'s bartd who did not flee very far was the old deadshot, as he began walking and jumping about
,·hief himself. He lay flat upon the ground until to restol'e the circulation. As the victorious
the charging cavalrymen got past, and then he cavalrymen came galloping back Arie'tta was seen
t urned and ran back for the shed, no doubt de- descending the bank by means of the rope Hop
t ermined to slay Young Wild West and Cheyenne had used. The girl waved her bat and joined
Charlie if it was the last thing he ever did. in the cheering. At first the lieutenant and his
Meanwhile our hero and the scout were strug- men took Hop for the Cherokee chief, but when
gling to get free, and they wondere'd why it was the Chinaman pulled aside his disguise and broke
th.at Hop had not come to cut them loose. A into a yell they saw their mistake.
It was soon explained how 13ull Tail had met
1·ifle had been left standing against one of the
suppot'ts of the shed as the Indians fled, and his death and then the cavalrymen rushed forrolling over, Cheyenne Charlie managed to get ward, and picking up our hero and the scout
hoid of this with his hands, for his arms were bodily, carried them about in triumph. They
1ied behind him above the wrists. He did not took this modestly enough, for they did not want
do this, however, until he saw the old chief' to make it appear that they felt anything great
for what •they had accomplished. They discovered
running toward them, waving his tomahawk.
"Wild," said he, "I reckon ther old galoot a little later that there were only two of the
means ter brain us with that tomanawk. Je·st braves who survived, and as they were soon
taken pri soners, that ended the Cherokee chief
J'OU git your feet under this rifle an' hold it up.
l've got my thumb on the trigger now. I've and his band of rebellious Indians. It certainly
had been their last fight, and the part Young
cocked it, so I kin fire at ;my moment."
would
"All right, Charlie," was the reply. "Move Wild West played in it was something that
intereste·d.
parties
all
by
remembered
be
long
this way a little."
Anna and Eloise "'ere found a little later at the
A. the scout did so he Jost his hold upon the
camp, much worried and excited, but when they
rifle.
learned that everything had turned out all right
"Get hold of it, Charlie-quick!"
they were so happy that they led in another
As the scout got hold of the rifle Wild got his
cheer for Young Wild West and the- last fight of
.feet under the barrel, lifting it until the muzzle · the redskins.
pointed straight at the Cherokee chief.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
"Pull the trigger, Charlie," he said.
SHOWER OF GOLD; or, ARIETTA'S
WEST'S
Crang! The rifle was promptly discharged,
and so well had Wild judged the direction that LUCKY SLIP."
the bullet struck Bull Tail squar'My in the breast.
The tomahawk flew from his hand, and he stag- NEW COUNTERFEIT $10 BILL IS FOUND
IN CIRCULATION
gered forward and fell within a few feet of the
prisoners.
A new counterfeit $10 Federal Reserve note
"Hip hi!" shouted a voice, and then Hop was has made its. appearance, according to a circular
seen running toward the shed.
letter the Treasury Department has sent out.
The Chinaman had seen the chief passing, and The note is described a s follows: On the Federal
it was not until then that he came forth from Reserve Bank of Chicago, check letter 'D', series
his place of concealmei:it. He was just in time of 1914, D. F. Houston, Secretary of the Treasto witness the remarkable shot that had been urer of the United Ctates, portrait of Jackson:
fired by Wild and Charlie, and when he saw the The number of the specimen at hand is
Gherokee lying motionless on the ground he G239608A. The workmanship on this note is so
iC"ave vent to an exclamation.
crude throughout that further description ia
"\\'hat's the matter with yer, heathen?" de- deemed unnecessary.
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CUR.t~ENT NEWS
DROUGHT STOPS NAVIGATION
Navigation on the Ohio River from Galiipolis,
Ohio, to Cairo, Ill., a distance of 500 miles, was
entirely suspended Sept. 30, on account of the lowest stage in the river for fifteen years. The protracted dry spell in Eastern Pennsylvania is beginning to show its effect on rivers and other
streams. The weather bureau at Reading reports
the S::huylkill River lower at that point than at
any time within thirty years. The Schuylkill at
Philadelphia is lower than for the last six years.

ANT EATER IS CAPTURED IN THE WILDS
OF JERSEY
William Bernard, ferry master of the Pennsylvania Railroad, while hunting near Woodbury, N.
J., saw a South American ant eater, five feet
long, strutting about.
When he recovered from his surprise Barnard
stalked the animal. Getting the ant eater into a
thicket, he threw his arms about it.
The captive is believed to have escaped from a
South American ship coming up the Delaware.
2,000-YEAR-OLD CITY ON LAKE SUPERIOR
ISLE
Working from vague descriptions of a supposedly ancient town near old copper mines on I sle

Roya le off the north shore of L ake Superior, William P. F. Ferguson, of Franklin, Pa., an archaeologist, foun d a series of semi-underground
dwellings which he said was the 1emains of a city
inhabited 1,000 to 2,000 year15 :,go.
Mr. Ferguson came out of the north country
from his third trip with a party of six aids, and
departed fo1· the East, after making known his
discovery, in the hope of equipping a party to
make more extensive examfr1ation of the district.
SUBWAY TO INSTALL SLU G DETECTORS
IN TURNSTILES
Installation of devices to detect the u se of slugs
instead of nickels in the subway tU1·nstiles was begun the other day. Thousands of dollars have
been lost by the Interborough Rapid Transit Company because of the accommodating nature of the
n ew turnstiles, which will give a ride as readily
for a lead ·slug, a hat check or a hammered-out
penny as they 'Yill for a ~ona fid e . 5-~ent piec~Engineers of the Transit Cornm1ss1on described
the apparatus as a bullseye glass with a strong
light behind it which will magnify objects p ut
into the slot so. that they are visible several . feet
away. The company will put special inspectors
on duty at the gates, and it is believed that this
will put a stop to the cheaters.

MONEY GIVEN AWAY
A CASH PRIZE CONTEST BEGINS IN

"MYSTERY MAGAZINE " ·No. 120.
Get a Copy and Read the Conditions - It Is Very Simple
Clip as many coupons as you can from "Mystery Magazine" and
send them to us_when the contest closes. To the four persons who
serid in most coupons we are going to pay prizes in real money. In
the event of ties for any prize offered the full amount of the prize
tied for will be awarded to each tying contestant.
Here are the prizes:
$25.00 for the largest number of . coupons
15.00 for the second largest number of coupons
10.00 for the third largest number of coupons
5.00 for the fourth largest number of coupons
Get busy! Gather the coupons. Tell your friends about it.
Get extra copies of the magazine and cut them out. Get busy!
"Mystery Magazine" is on sale at all newsstands-10 cents a copy.
HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc., 166 W. 23d Street, New York
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William and the man with the revolver he ran
too; they had gone but a few steps when a second
man al~o with a revolver, came charging up.
"This way!" he cried. "They are heading for
-ORthe little gate. Say, here's one of them down."
It was Faxon from whom they stripped the
THE LUCK OF A WORKING LAD' black mask.
·
There he lay with open eyes, and the look he
•
shot at Charlie was a terrible one. He also
clutched a revolver, but the two men had him
By DICK ELLISON
covered before there was time to use it.
"You young imp!" the burglar snorted. "Why
· didn't I do you while I had the chance! I might
(A SERIAL STORY)
have known you'd do the business for me!
And, as a matter of fact, Charlie had done the
CHAPTER XVII.-( Continued.)
business for Smithers and Stebbins as well, for
"So I should imagine from what you tell me. the Tarrytown police got them just as they
Here we are."
reached the gray car, but Morgan managed to
They entered by a side door near which was a give them the slip and escaped.
telephone and Mr. William lost no time in using
it.
CHAPTER XVIII.
"That's settled," he said. "Now come to my
Off For The Coast With The Touring Club.
father," and Charlie was led to a small but handsomely furnished room in which sat ~r. StuyseIn the excitement of the moment Charlie was
vant and two others, one an elderly gentleman practically forgotten, and 'after he saw the holdwhom Mr. William addressed as father, while the up men taken away by the police in their own car
third was a stout, red-faced, overdressed man who he stood uncertain what to do, for Mr. William,
with Henderson and Patrick, had gone back
wore a great display of jewelry.
The windows of the room opened on a level thro\;\gh the little gate.
with a veranda. The three gentlemen sat around
"I believe I'll shin out," he thought. "First
with papers and near where Mr. Stuysevant sat thing I know they will be locking me up tfor a
were three great piles of yellowbacks.
witness. I don't believe I can do any good by
"What's this, William?" demanded the old gen- going back in there."
tleman, looking rather annoyed. "I thought you
But just as he had come to this conclusion the
know that Mr. Stuyvesant and I were very busy gate opened, and he heard Mr. William's cheerful
voice calling:
with Mr. Heinzman."
"Exactly and that's why I'm here, father," was
"Hello, boy! Where are you? Come here."
"If the1·e is anything coming my way I might
the reply. ' "Mr. Stuyvesant, do you know this
as well have it, I suppose," thought Charlie, and
.
. .
.
young man?"
"Know him, no. Why?" replied the m1lhona1!e. he went to the gate.
"He ciaims to be the boy who rescued Louise
"Come in," said Mr. William. "You have done
us a great service, my boy, and you mustn't think
the day of the railroad accident."
"Bless me, so he is! Well! Brown's the name, of going away till we have properly expressed
I believe; but pardon me, William, why have you our thanks. Incidentally, Mr. Stuysevant wants
to see you."
brought him here at such a time?"
"And I want to see him. That's what I came to
"Because he has tipped me off to an intended
hold-up. I advise you to put that 'money out of New York for," replied Charlie. "I want him to
sight, father. The rascals may be outside on the get me a job as a chauffeur."
"Hello! You do, eh? Perhaps-but we shall
veranda even now."
"Bless my soul!" gasped the old gentleman. see."
They walked toward the house, and presently
"By heavens! they'll get a warm reception if
they b'utt in here," cried Heinzman, drawing a Mr. William remarked:
'.' I suppose, like all boys, you are a bit curious.
revolver from his hip pocket.
"I've telephoned the police," said William. No doubt you would like to know how so much
"Stebbins, my discharged valet, seems to have money came to be in evidence on that table."
"That's none of my business, sir."
engineered the job. He knew that the transfer
"All the same I'm going to tell you. That
was to take place ·to-night, for the matter was
man Heinzman happened to want certain stock
foolishly discussed in his presence."
"Oh, Henderson and Patrick are watching the which my father and Mr. Stuysevant were anxveranda," replied Mr. William. "My orders were ious to get rid of. He is so crooked a proposition
that the old gentleman wouldn't take his check,
r
to--"
but insisted -0n the cash. There has been a lot
Bang! Bang! Bang!
"Shoot, and by heavens, they've done it!" cried of talk flying around about the matter during the
last few weeks-too much altogether. If those
Heinzman, springing up.
Mr. William darted through the window, and four rascals had suddenly entered the room with
their guns and masks I do believe my father
Charlie followed him.
"They they go, sir!" cried a man, 1·unning for- would have dropped dead just from the exciteward. "I saw them sneaking toward the ve- ment of the thing, so you can see how much I
randa with masks on their faces. I've brought feel indebted to 'YOU. But here we are. Come
in,.''
down one of them, I think."
(To be continued.)
Charlie could hear men running, and with Mr.

Charlie, the Chauffeur
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ITEMS -OF INTEREST
LARGEST CIRCULAR-SAWS
The world's biggest circular saws were made
in Philadelphia. There are two of them, each
measuring nine feet in diameter. Whirring at
the rate of 134 miles an hour, they daily cut their
way through giant logs at Hoquiam, Wash.
GIGANTIC

DEVIL

FISH CAPTURED IN
GULF
What is believed to be the largest devil fish
ever captured in _the Gulf of Mexico was on exhibition at Gulfport, Miss., recently.
The mammoth fish, measuring eighteen feet
in length and weighing in the neighborhood of
three thousand pounds, became entangled in the
,:iet of two fishermen trawling for shrimp. It took
four hours to tow the boat to shore and the combined efforts of thirty-two men to drag the fish
on the beach.
OREGON JACK RABBfTS ARE EATING THE
CROPS
J. H. Hoops, a farmer residing near Holdman,
twenty-five miles from Pendleton, Ore., arrived
in Pendleton to telegraph an appeal to Washington for government aid in fighting jackrabbits that have infested the central part of Unatilla County and are doing serious damage to
growing wheat and rye. Owing to the state
bounty, coyotes have been practically exterminated, and with the disappearance of their natural enemies the jackrabbits have multiplied in
serious proportions. Hoops claims that in one
iI\Stance a section of grain land fifteen miles long
and twelve miles wide has been eaten clean by
the rabbits.
Hoops will urge the government to send agents
here to inoculate captive rabbits with the bacilli
of a disease fatal to rodents, known as "rabbit
distemper," with the expectation that those inoculated when turned loose will infest all others
with which they come in contact.

The Arab u~es his sheets of bread, which look
like chamois leather, for a makeshift blanket, and
it is said by travelers who have tried it that it
keeps the heat in and the cold out almost as well
as a real blanket. But some of the Russian engineers at work on the construction of the transSiberian railway did even better, for they made
a paste of the bread by boiling several pieces,
and then stuck together hvo strips of the shE>eting, each a meter wide by two meters Jong. Thus
they manufactured a sleeping bag, and a very
comfortable one, too.
The Turkish peasants use this flat bread for
window panes, and in the bazaars the venders of
merchandise wind up pieces as a grocer does a
paper cornucopia, and use them to hold small
amounts of nuts, Turkish candies, and squares of
sugar. Of course, the purchaser eats the bag
w ith its contents. In the same shape the bread
sheeting is used for holding the fruity drinks of
the Bosphol·us; but it will not stand hot liquids,
e'{en when it is coated with almond oil. Thanks
to the raisin pulp, the bread is of remarkable
elasticity, and can be bent back and forth without cracking. It has actually been used for bookbinding.
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ISSUES -

THF. RRASS BUTTON, hy ,Jack BPchrlnlt.
A \VHTSPl~RTNG i\fT'MMY. h.v Charles t>. Onrsler.
TRAPP!!'\(; THl~ SM1HiGLERS. hy Ile11l:th Po:rntN.
THE MJSSJNG 1!.:VTOENCF.. hy Hnrnlcl rr. Poclh:tskl.
A CT,FF. BY RA nro. hY CH pt. .lnck Stntlc.
THE DIS'T'RIC'l' ATTOR"IF,Y"S SF.CHJ,;'L', hy
Chus. F. Onrsler.
A MAN FROM HEADQl'ARTERS. by Hamilton
Craigle.
THF. GIRL lN THP] CASE, by Cart Glick.
A scrnX'l'U'IC DETEC1'TVE, by Donald Georg,•
McDonnld.
NT'llfRT•:R NINE QUEER STREET, by Jnck
Bechdolt.

ODD USES FOR BREAD
118
Instead of baking bread in loaves, the inhabitants of Asia Minor, Arabia, Turkestan and the
The Famous Detective Story Out Today In 119 h
Tigris-Euph1·ates valley make it into sheets, says
Youth's Companion. These sheets are about 40 TRAILED BY A PRIVATE DETECTIVE
inches wide and twice as long, and the natives
By GOTTLIEB JACOBS
make almost as much use of them as the American Indian does of birch bark. If. they need an
IlARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc.,
awning for protection against sun or rain, they
1116 lVest 23d Street,
New York Clt1
unwind a roll of this bread, and carry it back
and forth over a pole several times, much as a
camper puts up a dog tent; for if it has a coat of
"MoYing Pict~re Stories"
almond oil or mutton tallow, the bread is fairly
waterproof.
A lVeekly llagazlne Devoted to Photoplny• amt Playert
It is a comical sight to see a teamster or camel ·
PRICE SEVEN CENTS PER COPY
driver of the Levant travel placidly through a
Each numl,er coutalns Four Stories of th., ll~st Film.,
heavy shower with a couple of yards of bread
the Screens -- Elegant Half-tone Scenes from th,•
sheeting thrown over his shoulders, and to see him on
Plays - l11teresting Artic les About Prominent l'Popl~
tear off pieces here and there and chew on them In the li'11ms - Doings of AC'tOl'S und Act1·c~sc>1 iu th"
if he feels hungry. The bread is made of durum Studio and Lessons in Sc,•nnrlo Writing-.
wheat flour, mixed with the pulp of sultana raiHARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc .
.sins, which gives it a sweet ·taste and a slight
166 West 23d St., New Yock
fragrance like that of honey.
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Wild Ranch Life In New South Wales.
by ALEXANDER ARMSTRONG
Years ago, when I had a sheep ranch at the intersection of the Murrumbide and the Lachian
rivers, New South Wales, the Australian bushl'anger was at his best. I was the agent of an
English syndicate, which owne 200,000 acres of
land and as many sheep, and was at the same
time buying and shipping living curiosities to the
~reat animal dealer at Hamburg. Tbe natives of
Australia have been thumped about by the English soldiery until they have no spirit left, but in
those days a portion of them were as bad as the
Apaches of the United States. Out in the wilds
they were on the alert for travelers and poineers,
and, though the English always affected to despise them, it is a fact that every battle ground
on the vast island has proved them fierce fighters.
When I finally got settled at the point I have
named I had quite an army under me. We had
about twenty huts, a stockade inclosing an acre
of ground, several big sh eep pens, two or three
horse pens, a dirt fort, surrounded by palisades,
and the numba r of natives employed as herders
was over fifty. Most of these had their wives and
children with them, and as there were five white
men besides myself it will be seen that we were
a pretty strong party. We needed to be. We
had gone a full hundred miles beyond civilization, and right in.to the stronghold of the bushrangers and the fighting -natives. Three different
surveying parties sent out by the government, the
last accompanied by seventy-five soldiers, had
been attacked and routed with severe loss. It was
expected that I would have trouble, and we arr anged for it. About forty of the natives had
previously been employed in sheep-herding, and
were used to firearms. I bought two pieces of artillery at Sydney, and took them along for our
fort, and we were plentifully supplied with muskets, repeating carbines, and ammunition. Our
coming was a surprise to the denizens, and we had
time to get settled before they had perfected their
plans to attack us. We had at that time only
about 20,000 sheep, and over half the herders
could be spared for the work of building the pens ·
and erecting the stockades.
Our village was erected on a fine plateau of
about two acres in extent. The gr ound fell away
gradually on all sides, and the nearest scrub was
about a quarter of a mile from us on the east.
A bit of land which we called the "thumb" broke
away from the forest to the east and pushed its
way into the prairie toward us. This n eck, or
thumb, was half a mile long and not over twenty
rods wide, and offered splendid cover to a force
advancing upon us. I saw at once that it would
be the point to attack, and at the end I built a
sheep pen a hundred feet wide and two hundred
feet long. The side toward us was ten feet high.
Our two six-pounders were then loaded with shell
and trained upon the pen, ,., We dug two rifle pits
on the flanks of our fort, facing this thumb, and
a week before the alarm came we had everything
in good shape for a fight. I was very anxious to

have it come. It was bound to come sooner or
later, and until we had been attacked and given
our assailants a good thrashing there could be no
such thing as security.
One day, when I was almost cursing the natives
for their slowness in attack, two white men r ode ~
up to the post. I knew them for bushrangers at
a glance. They had the attire and t:l\e demeanor,
and were mounted on fine horses and carried rifles
and revolvers. One of them dismounted at the
door of my office and came in. He was a fellow
about forty years old, stout as an ox, and evidently had plenty of nerve, or he would not have
shown himself there at all. When he had passed
the time of day he asked for wbisky, tossed down
a big draught, and then said:
"Now, captain, to bizness. Hev ye come to
stay?"
"I have."
"How much are ye willin' to pay?"
"For what?"
"For bein' let alone. You was gettin' settled
and was all upsot, and it wouldn't hev bin manners to call on ye sooner. The boys want to know
now what they kin count on."
"I don't exactly understand you," I said.
"You don't! I took you for an old campaigner.
This 'ere land belongs to us. We are willin' to
rent it to you fur a fair price. If we make a bargain it will include our purtection."
"This is government land, or was until we filed
our papers and made a first payment."
"Was it? D'ye see any guv'ment round 'ere
anywheres ? And redcoats at hand to purtect
ye?"
,
"\Ve can protect ourselves. If your gang and
the natives want to live at peace with me, all
right. If you want trouble I'll give you fighting
until you are sick of it."
"Whew!" he exclaimed in genuine astonishment. "Well, if that don't beat me! So you don't
propose to pay us rent?"
"Not a cent."
"And you don't want our purtection?"
1'No, sir."
1
"Why, man, you must be crazy! Thar are a
dozeR or more of us bushboys, and we kin raise
a force of three hundred natives to swoop down
on ye! By Sunday ye won't have a sheep nor· a
hunt nor a man 1eft, and I'll hev ye ears fur·
keepsakes."
"Come and try it," I replied. "Let me alone
and I'll let you alone, but if you attack me I'll
not rest until the last of you are under ground."
He looked at me as if he doubted my sanity,
and after a bit, helped himself to another glass of
whisky and went out without a word. After a
confab with hi s companion he returned to the
door and explained:
"Say. Kurnel, we like yer pluck, but ye must
come down with the rent or take chances. It
wouldn't do, you know! If we let up on you
thar'd be a dozen fellers in 'ere with their
sheepses inside of a year, and we'd hev to cut
sticks or go to the poorhouse."
"Come as soon as you like," I replied, without
looking up at him, and he muttered an oath and
rode off.
I called in some of the most intelligent natives,
and we were soon agreed that no attack need be·
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Now for the field-pieces. The mob had gathlooked for under three days. It would take the
bushrangers that long to stir up the natives and ered in the big sheep pen to reform, and we could
get them together. When the natives were asked hear their angry chatter and the oaths of the
how we would be approached they pointed .to the white men when I gave orclers to fire. The two
.:'thumb" and criticized my action in erecting the reports sounded as one, and the two shells went
sheep pen, which offered an enemy .a shield of screaming through the pen. It was the finishing
observation. No native Australian will move by stroke, and it is doubtful if the records of war
night if it can be avoided, and no 'night attacks can show greater execution by two missiles. We
are ever made by them. We decided that on the found twenty-seven men killed by those shells,
third night the attacking force would gather on and the moral effect was greater than the presthe thumb and be ready to attack us at daylight, ence of a regiment of soldiers. Two of the vicand our plans were laid' accordingly. Neither tims were bushrangers, making seven we had
the bushrangers nor~ the natives knew that we bagged, and it was afterward learned that two ·
had c;;mnon. They knew that we had muskets, . more died of their wounds. On those killed we
but they could not say how many. We should got a government reward of upward of 900
have to depend entirely upon ourselves as a troop pounds, it transpiring that all were old ofof soldiers could not have been sent for and fenders.
reached u s inside of a week.
About two weeks after the battle an English
On the second day after the visit from the tourist came into the station on foot and badly
bushrangers some of the· herders saw signs of used up. He had been captured by bushrangers
at a point about twenty-five miles away, robbed
the coming attack. The natives were movin
swiftly about in considerable numbers, and it was of horse, money, and clothing, and he came to us
further evident that spies were watching us. That as naked. as the day he )'Vas born. The leader of
night I had the sheep herded between the Lach- the ruffians who despoiled him was the chap who
Ian River and a bluff, where ten men could hold paid me a visit before the battle. He had rethem safely. The night passed quietly. Next ceived a bullet through thi: calf of the leg, and
day the "signs!' were more numerous, and to- panted for revenge. He ·spared the tourist in or:va,rd su11;down o_p.e of my scouts c:ame i:g with.{!}~ d~-;: to_JP.~ke a me13senger of him. He sent Il)C
mformatron that a for~e numbering at least four Wo1;J that he would have my life i! he had to
hundred natives and twenty white men was com- wait a dozen ·years for a ch:J,nce to. take it, and I
ing through the scrub in the direction of the was not egotist enough to l et the warning go un·
thumb. This was good news to me. The sheep lieeded.
were brought in and herded as before, and when
At noon one very hot day i was riding across
night had fully come I put fifteen natives in each a prairie of several miles in extent, having been
rifle pit and gathered all the rest of my people out to locate a grazing ground for a new flock.
into the fort. We had talked matters over until I was within a mile of the scrub when a horseevery one knew what was expected of him.
man rode out of it and charged at me. We were
Some of us caught a little sleep as the night facing each other, and it didn't take me five minwore on, but we were all wide enough awake when utes to make up my mind that the~ stranger was
the first signs of daylight came. When it was my old enemy the bushranger. Instead of waitlight enough for us to see the pen a mass of na- ing to ambush me he was coming out for a fair
tives swarmed suddenly around each corner of it, fight. I had a seven-shooter carbine and a reand made a rush for the fort. We talk about the volver, and he had the same. I halted my horse,
yells of our Indians, but a native Australian can slipped out of the saddle, .and as he came thunout-yell three of them. They swarmed over the dering on I shot his horse in the breast, and he
-, plain in a gTeat mob, yelling, shrieking, and bran- went down. The rider was up like a cat, and,
dishing their spears and clubs, and they might kneeling beside his horse, he fired five shots at
have thought us asleep until they came within me as fast as he could pull the trigger. I heard
pistol shot. Then they were between the rifle pits, the ping of every bullet, though I was busily
and a volley was fired which took the pluck out shooting at him. His carbine fouled with the
of them in a minute. We swept them with a fire fifth shot, and he sprang up and pulled his rein front, anct back they went fol' shelter, leaving volver. I still had two shots left, and I knew
over forty dead and wounded on the grass. Not I could kill him. He must come nearer to make
a white man had come with them, but I soon dis- his pistol effective, and he ~as gathering himself
covered the reason. They had divided tliemselves for the run, when Providence stepped in to preinto two parties, and had skulked around to at- vent me from shedding his blood. He was standtack our rear I called in five natives from each I ing near the hind feet of his horse. The dying
rifle pit, and in a few minutes _we were posted to animal suddenly drew up both feet and gave a
meet all the dangers. It was ten minutes before tremendous kick, and the outlaw was knocked
the natives could get their courage up to charge ever and over on the grass. As he lay perfectly
quiet, I finally advanced to find him dead, his
again, but when they did come they eviderttly felt
savage. The three boiJ,ies assailed us at once, and whole right side crushed in by the powerful blow.
for five minutes it was hot enough for the oldest I found about 400 pounds in gold about him, toveteran. The bushrangers were surprised to find gether with three fine watches he had taken from
u s inside of stout earth walls a,nd palisades, but travelers, and it was evident from the way he
they fought well and broke back only when they had packed things that he was only waiting to
saw how useless their efforts were. Two were kill me before leavjng_ for some distant part of
killed out of one party, and three out of the other, the country. He was the last bushranger seen ..in
that district, which to-day contains five or six
and when the charge was over the natives littowns and a white population of thousands.
erally cumbered the earth.·
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iNTERESTIN G ARTICLES
EAGER TO BE HERMITS
England seems to possess. quite a n~-m ber o_f
. woulo-be hermits. A short time ago this adve1tisement appeared in a number of newspapers :
"Wantea a hermit to inhabit 1·emote cottage
in big woods, available at once. Small rent to
one not afraid of foxes and poachers."
Nex\ day tnere were 150 applications for hermithood from every part of England.
.
The cottage belongs to the Duke of Devonshire,
and contains two rooms and bakehouse downstairs three bedrooms upstairs, garden, orchard,
,;tab!; and well of water. "Approach bad and
garden' 1·un wil d"
.
.
The successful applicant came from Cardiff
and he now has the cottage at a rental of five
pounds a year.
A NEAT TRAP FOR POACHERS
A keeper recently awaken~d to the fact t~at in
the silent watches of the mght some of his patients were being systematically purloined. Footprints were always discernible; but, as there was
nothing remarkable about any of them, they were
of no value for detective purposes. They served,
however, to suggest a plan. He went to the local
cobbler and offered him a generous reward for the
nerformance of a very simple task. When three
suspected persons sent their boots ~or repairs, the
nails or tackets were to be placed m the soles according to different designs whi~h. the keeper
would provide. The son of St. Cnspm agreed to
the proposal, and it was carried into effect as opportunity offered. The result was that a charge
of poaching was proved against two of the three
men through the distinctive impressions made by
their boots in the retentive soil. The cobbler's
connivance in the keeper's little scheme was; of
course, kept a strict secret.
BLIND BRITISHERS CAN DO MANY THINGS
The police have forbidden a Yorkshire trade~man to drive a motor car, but only because he 1s
blind.
This sightless man is something of a pro~igy.
He can tell to an inch almost, where he 1:s m
Leeds or Harrogate, or on the road between those
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towns. But since the days of Blind Jack of
Knaresborough, the greatest 1·oadmaker of the
north, blind Y orksbiremen have seemed to delight in proving the loss of sight to be little handicap.
_
Leeds long had its blind cabinetmaker, specimens of whose work found their way into foreign
courts, as well as English mansions. One of the
most famous botanists of the day, again a Leedsman, is blind. Selby has a blind shopkeeper who
manages his own business, easily recognizing the
different articles, and who puts in his spare time
tramping the country round about and preaching.
One of the most consistent supporters of Huddersfield Town Football Club last season was a
blind man, who went to every match, and on occasion supplied to a newspaper reports of the
g'1me which were wonderfully accurate, including details that spectators who would see had not
particularly noted.
•
In many districts there are blind men who daily
journey several miles along the roads between
their homes and places of work. Darkness and
fog have no terrors for them. The one thing that
can upset their equanimity is a fall of snow, for
snow deadens all sounds and leaves them as much
at sea as a thick fog does those people who rely
on their eyes.
~Luu.~weut of t!Je vwnership, waungement, etc., requite(! l.ly the Act ot' Congress or _August u, l\Jl2, of
"W ILD \YEJS'l' WEEKL'.1'.," pul.llisbcu weekly at New
York, N. Y., ror October 1, 1\1:!:!. State of New York
County of l'\('w lud-: :-llefore WP, a Notary 1-'ulJlic i1~
anu for the St11 te aud county aforesaid personally appea rcu Luis s,,uareus, wllo, having been dul_y sworn, accorurng to law, d e poses and say· that he 1s the editor
of ·'WILD \\'EST WBEKLY" and that the following
is lo the best of his kuowledge and belief a trw
statement of the ownNslJip, munagl'ment, etc., ot the
aforesaicl pul.llkntion for the date shown in tue above
caption, requirecl by the A ·t of August U, 1012, embodied iu section 44<1, Postal Laws aucl Regnlations, to wit:
1. That the names and addresses of the publisher.
editor a_nd business manager are: Pnhlisher-Harry E.
,vo1rr, PulJJisher, In c., lliti 'West 23d Street, New York,
N. Y. l£ditor-Ln!s ··enareus, 166 "·c~t 23d Stri•et 1·ew
York. N. Y. Managing Euilor-None. Buoiness 111a'nager
-None.
2. '.l.'hat the owners are: Harry E. Wolff, Publisher,
In c. , 16G West 2;Jd 'tr cet, l'iew York, N. Y.: liarry E.
Wolff, ltiG W est 23d Street, New York, N. Y.; i\I. • Wolf!,
lGG W e, t 2:ld Street, New York, N. Y.; J'. F. D es beeker,
Jtio \\·est 2:!cl Street, New York, N. Y.; H. W. Desbecker,
HiG West 23d Street, New York, N . Y.; C. W. Hastings,
100 W est :!;Jd :;,treet, New York. N. Y.
a. '£bat tile known bondholders. mortgagees anu other
sec urity bolders owning or holding 1 per cent or wore
of to t.ul awount of bonds, mortgages 01· other securi';ies are: None.
4. That the two paragraphs next above giving the
names of the owners, stockholders and security llolders
if any, contain not only the list of stockholders a11u se:
~urity holders as t!Jey appear upon the books ot the
corupuuy, but also, in cases where the stockholder or
security bold e r appears upon the books ot the company
~s trustee or in any othe r fiduciary reiatiou, the name ot
Lue person or corporation !or whom such trustee is acting ls given; also that tbe said two paragraphs contain statements embracing affiant's full knowledge and
be lie! as to the circumstances and conditions under
wi.licb stockholders and security holders who do not
appear upon the books ot the company as trustees llo1<J
stock and securities in a capacity other than that or a
bona-tide owner; and this affiant has no x:.ea son to beiiHe that any other person, association or corporation
bas any interest. dfrect or Indirect, in the said stock.
uonds or other securities thnn as so ~toted hy him.
LUTS SENARI•J 'S. l<:tl\1or.
Sworu to n11il suhscribecl hefore mP this 2Gtll day ot
September, rn22. Seymour W. Steiner. (~ly Commiashrn expires ~l:1rcll 30, HIZ!.)
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GOOD READING
STEAM ROLLER HEARSE
The body of George Trice of London, · went to
its grave in a steam-roller instead of a hearse.
Trice worked for twenty-five years as a driver
of a steam roller and expressed the wish that
he might be taken to the grave in the machine
which he had operated for many years. His wish
was fulfilled, despite the incongruity of the funeral procession.
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cornpa"n ied him in the same coach from Manhattan to Syracuse. When they arrived there they
were joined by some private operatives and memb'ers of · Chief Catlin's bureau. The body guard
even followed him to the convention hall.
BALANCE

WEIGHS MILLIONTH MILLIGRAM
If you can imagine a single grain of some substance divided into 600,000,000 parts, and one of
QUIT PRISON IN PAY PROTEST
Guards who keep the criminals in Sing Sing these parts weighed accurately upon a balance,
are protesting that the salary paid the first-year you will get some idea of the sensitiveness of the
men is insufficient to live on and ·prison officials latest laboratory weighing machine.
This balance, devised by Hans Petterson, is an
announced to-day that six of them have resigned.
Warden Lawes will try to 1·eplace them by se- improvement on the delicate quartz balance made
lecting applicants from the Civil Service list. some time ago by two scientific men named Steele
The men who have thrown up the jobs assert that and Grant.
The beam of the balance is a small piece of
the cost of rent for married men or room and
board for single men around the countryside near quartz measuring less than two inches in length
the prison is too expensive. Guards begin with and weighing about a grain only. What would
a $1,200 salary and the pay increases each year correspond to the pans in an ordinary pair of
for four years, until they receive a~maximum of delicate scales are suspended from quartz threads
$1,600 per year. The complaints come chiefly a thousandth of a millimetre (11'5,000 of- an inch)
from the first-year men. Besides those who have in diamete1·.
The actual weighing is done by measuring the
left the pr ison service, others have a sk ed to be
transfer red to penal institutions upstate, where "'.ibrations of the balance by means of ?Jo spot of
light thrown upon a scale, which shows the acrent and food a r e cheaper.
tual movement of the balance enormously mag'WOMAN SENDS 42,000 CENTS TO PAY nified.
Such refined weighing has to be done in a vacGREENWICH TAXI BILL
A wealthy woman r esiding in a fa shionable ~~c- uum, and the instrument is mounted in a contion of Greenwich, Conn., moved to her winter tainer from which the air can be exhausted behome in New York City recently, leaving a bill fore the actual work commences.
The balance itself weighs about 3 grains and
of $420 owing the Greenwich Cab Company for
taxicab fa res. A representative of the company measures to a ten-millionth of a milligram.
had visited her e state on two occasions in an effort to collect the bill before she left, but was un- "POP BOTTLE MYSTERY" SOLVER WAS
successful.
LUCKY MAN
The qther day the woman sent a taxicab from
James P. Hon, a salesman of St. Louis, is the
New York to the cab company's office with a large luckiest
baseball fan in the world. While thouskeg containing 42,000 one-cent pieces. With it ands were
scrambling for world's series tickets,
she sent $1 to pay for the taxi that h ad made the Hon lhad been
given a complete set by Ban B.
two trips to her home for the purpose Qf collect- Johnson, President
of the American League, acing the money, and her photograph, under which companied
by a personal check for $100 and
was written "0 la la."
transportation between St. Louis and
It took four men to carry the keg into the Put- round-trip
New York. Hon's employers have given him leave
nam Trust Company office and pla"e it in a of
absence at full pay to attend the games.
private vault.
And all because he solved the "pop bottle mystery," the result of Fielder Whitey Witt of the
SWARM OF .DETECTIVES GUARD MURPHY Yankees being struck on the head by a pop bottle
Every step Charles F. Murphy, leader of Tam- during a crucial se1·ies in St. Louis-recently. Witt
many Hall, took while he was in Syracuse was was so badly injured that he had to be carried off
closely guarded by several members of the New the field, and great indignation was expressed over
York detective force, private operatives and mem- t he incident in all sections of the country. Several
bers of the -Syracuse bureau. Just before Mr. rewards were offered for the identification of the
Murphy left New York he received several let- supposed thrower of the bottle.
ters threatening him bodily injury while he was
Hon, -who happened to have a seat near the
in Syracu se.
spot where Witt was injured, solved the mystery
He had been threatened befo1·e. Many times when, in a letter to Mr. Johnson, he explained
cranks had mailed him "death" letters, but the just how the accident occurred. The letter said
Tammany chief paid little attention to these mis- Witt, while rur,ning, stepped on the neck of a botsives. He seems to have taken a different atti- tle, causing it to bounce up and strike him on the
tude toward the latest threats.
head. Mr. Johnson was so well plea sed with Hon• ~
New York detective s were assigned to guar d explanation that he sent him the reward, railMr. Murphy when he left New York. They ac- way and baseball tickets.
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BRIEF BUT POINTED
HORN SOUNDED FOR 1,000 YEARS
Ripon, En.gland, keeps up a custom 1,000 years
old. Every night a "wakeman," attired in official
costume appears before the Mayor's house and
blows three solemn notes on the "horn of Ripon."
ROB STORE NEXT TO JAIL
Entering the store of Ralph Morcardio, next
to the Town Hall and jail, Huntington, L. I.,
three men recently tied Morcardio to a chair, took
$100 from his pockets and escaped.
Morcardio was closing the store when the men
entered. One drew a revolver and orde1·ed him
into the back of the store, where he was tied.
As they took the money from his pocket, Morcardio started to yell. He was stunned by a blow
on the head. When the proprietor 1·ecovered he
managed to free himself and gave the alarm.
TELLS OF SPIRIT GOING
Before he lapsed into uncon ciousness, William
Hawley Smith, author and educator, who died ·in
Peoria, Ill., the other day, told the Rev. B. G.
Carpenter that his mentality allowed him to analyze separation of the spirit and the body.
According to the Rev. Carpenter, Smith claimed that he could feel the changes taking place
in his body. During the last stages of separation, the dying man said his mind could not
· stay concentrated on one subject. Smith recited Whitman's poem, "Assurances, " which deals
with the tho11,ght that everything is provided.
Smith requested that there be no· blac
t his
funeral and that no friends view his body.

barrel staves, and which sold for $60 a ton, ten
times ~he price or ordinary meadow hay. The next
winter he again turned his energies to making
hoop-poles. Owing to the rapjd growth of the
alders, he learned that the sprouts would grow
from the size of a lead pencil to four and five
inches in diameter and be fit for cutting in ten
years. By dividing his land into ten lots, each
containing an acre, and cutting off one acre every
year, he could keep up a succession of fuel and
charcoal for all time. Last summer Carley built
a house costing nearly $2,000. It is finished and
paid for, and the owner has money in two banks,
and is getting an income of $1,500 a year from a
strip of swamp land which was not thought to be
worth returning thanks for, and sold for about
enough to pay for making out the transfer papers. Just now the citizens think the ex-tramp
is one of the most successful men in town, and
have offered to elect him to the Legislature so he
may teach the lawmakers how to earn big profits
from muck swamps.
BITE

OF

TARANTUL A IS BARELY
SERIOUS
Folklore abounds in stories of phenomenal manifestations which often fail to survive the test of
critical examination. Accounts of unexpected occurrences or unusual symptoms often grow like
rolling snowballs, adding to their size with each
step in the coui-se of progress. Small effects may
become magnified into great ones, suspicions develop somehow into the dignity of probabilities or
even real facts. New traditions seem to spring
up from undiscovered sources. Something of the
nature of such mystic influences may account for
BLIND ANTS AND BEES DAMAGE ELEC- the prevalent belief
in the extreme danger asTRIC POLES
sociated with the tarantula.
The latest enemy of the public utility company
The fatal bite of these terror inspiring insects
is an insect. Blind,..;mts and carpenter bees· are has been widely
so that they are given
engagiP,g the attention of the electrical men a wide berth by proclaimed
those who recognize them. The
throughout the country. The insects are caus- poisonous properties
of various species of spiders
ing mucli' damage to electric light poles.
is admitted
competent investigators . Many
They enter the pole below the ground, eating of the insectsbyhave
poison secreting glands which
their way through poles all the way to the top. discharge into
the jaws. But there is little doubt
Being blind, they instinctively seem to shun the that the
'danger from some of them has been
light and confine their operations beneath the greatly exaggerated,
says the Journal of the
surface. Methods of checking the devasation are American
Medical Association.
being considered.
Von Fuerth considers that the bite of the historically famous Italian tarantulu is able to cause
A TRAMP'S SUCCESS
no more than local inflammation , which the toxFive years ago Bob Carley came to Glenburn, icologist Kobert was unable to discover proMe., as a tramp too ill to travel. After recuper- foundly poisonous properties in the supposedly
ating he spent the winter in cutting and shaving more dangerous Russian tarantula. Now the
hoop-poles, earning a living and having $10 com- American tarantula, Eurypelma steindachneri , a
ing to him in the spring. With this money he species reaching the formidable looking adult
bought ten acres of alder-grown hoop-pole swamp, of more than two inches in length, has been size
and began to burn rough alder wood into char- onerated from the reputation long attaching toexit.
coal, which he sold in Bangor. He used the.
Baerg of the University of Arkansas has subcrooked sticks for making rustic lawn furniture-- jected both animals and man to attack by the
settees, chairs and rude swings-all of which fangs of active tarantulas. Although the acfound quick sales among the summer visitors who counts do not give the impression that such enowned cottages. Later in the season 11~ reaped counters are painless performances they are put
tons of cat-tail flags, the ll!aves of which are used in the category of bee sting in severity rathe:c
by coopers for shrinking in between their new than into the class of more menacing toxins.

A GIRL
SLEUTH

If Ruptured
Try This Free

The "girl avenger," as she is
now known to the
entire State, has
another
tallied
victim. Moonshine
,.. whisky making,
once the chief sec- Apply it to Any Rupture, Old or
ondary industry
Recent, Large or Small and You
of the forest r egions of Tate and are on the Road That Has
Marshall CounConvinced Thousands.
ties, recently appeared to be destined to be num- Sent Free to Prove This
bered among the
Anyone ru11tured, 1na.n, won1an or child,
lost arts. And all
writ.e a.!. once to ,v. S. Rice, 84-B
because of a girl shouldS1reet,
Adaius, N. Y., for a tree trJat
lllaln
of seventeen.
of .Jiis wonderful stimulating lll)Jllicatlon.
Cora Frazier, a Just 1>ut it on th o ru1>h1re and 1he n1us<• les
slim, good-looking begin to tightt'n; they b,•gin to bind toge ther
that the opening closeN nu.turally and. the
daughter of the so
need of a suJ)llOrt or trUJ,R or ap11liance iR
backwoods, is re- then done u,wav with. Don ' t neg-lect to send
sponsible. What for this free 'trial. Even if your rupture
bother you what is the us e of wearher reasons for doesn't
Ing supports all your llfe? ,vhy suffer this
starting the cru- nuisanc e? \Vhy run the risk of gangrene and
sade are 1·emain such dangers fron, a. Mtnull and innocent litthe Jtincl tbat h ut-1 thrown thoussecurely locked in tle ru1lture,
on the operating table? A host of
her own breast. ands
men and wmnen are daily running such risk
Kinship has not juRt because their ruptures do not hurt nor
thent fron1 getting around. Write at
with t>revent
interfered
for- this free trial, a.s it l s certainl y u,
her. Already her once
wondertul thing and has aided In tile cure
father is serving of ruptures that were as big as a nut.n's two
penitentiary fists. Try and write at once using the coua
tor t>on below.
sentence
moonshining, conFREE FOR RUPTURE
on her
victed
\V. 8. Rice, Inc.,
sworn testimony.
84-B Jllaln St., A<lams, N. Y.
Two other n ear
You n1ay send 1ne . entirely free a
SamJ>le 'J'reatment of your stimulating
await
relatives
application for Ru1>ture.
trial in the :Monntain jail at Holly.
Name •. • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•
Her uncle, her •
"-ddress . ............................... .
brother,
father's
fell another vicState
tim to her zeal.
A dozen men
have been brought
into court on insupformation
plied by h er. Fully as many mor e
are fugitives. Her
been
has
life
but
threatened,
this has not moved her.
Miss Frazier is
a silent sleuth.
She works alone,
only summoning
the officials when
she has her evidence · complete
and when the
trap is ready to
'!°~1:ac~~::g:: t:1:a•,-.~f!::::~~11lEt°F!r.:M:; ;~•::;:.•
of Biaco Perfuraed Irontaa Wu at 10c each. Send no moneya
be sprung.
BINGHAMTON,N. Y.
• INGO COMPANY, DIIPI• 289

FREE~H?!;UJd\diUBi'Uti
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SEND NO MONEY
For These
AUTOMATICS
$12.75
$25 MILI'.L'.ARY
JIIODEL - .A mnn's
gun, bullt for bard
Shoots 10
service. .32 - cal.
quick shots hurd and straight.
Blue s teel, snfety attaehment
~~- 12~. I~eg. vaiue
•
$.!,,; NO"...... . .....
. Al ·o .2;;-cal., 7-shot, s ma ll, accurate, r e lia bl e, safety, b lu e
11
1
_N~: .
ilif~escb$gt~ O

$12 75

W.~~--.

??: .. ... .$10. 75

All our guns shoot Standard American
A1nn1unitlon. All guns guaranteed new.
Ord e r o ne of th ese s p ecial s now.

Limited s upply . Send ea sh or mon e ~' orde r, o r if you prefer - REKD NO i\IONEY.
Pay Pos tma n on nrrival, pins postage ..
E xa mine m e r chandis e carefully a nd it n o t
as r eprt>sented just r eturn it and get your
lllONl,:l: BACK.
REPUBLIC AR:llS CORP.
New York
Dept. 80.
150 Nl\Rsau St.

"ZEE BEAUTIFUL GIRL PICTURES"

10 wondeml poses, '1-00_; 18 specie.ls, f2.00,
Genuine "Te.ken from Lite" Photograph •,
Money refunded If dlsse.tlsfted,

BAIBABT 00,, Dept. (01, IIT, LOUY!I, 110,

CAT HRH

TREATED FREE 10 DAYS to
prove quick relief, Dr. Coffee had
catarrh, deafness, head noises. He

f?~~ol~el/:~~~Jd~~/r-:.~==
¥ally. Want :roa to try It free. Write
Dr, W, 0. CO,.,.l!E

Davenport, Iowa.
Dept. 160
BOYS, YOU CAN MAKE BIG MONEY

selling the BOYS' MAGAZINE each month.
Wrlt.e us today for Ci copies. SEND NO
MONEY.
A.ddreos The Scott F. Redfield Co. Ino.
lZli9 lllaln St., Smethport, Fa .
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T takes ~u
moment to mark the . career of your cqoice, sign you~
name,' ch p o
d mail. Yet that s1m ple act has ·started more than two
million men and
toward succes$.
In city,
~~nd
try all +over the world~men are living contented
lives iri ~ap~y/fprosper
homes-l?ecause they clipped this coupon.
In every line of _business
industry, in shops, stores, offices, factories
in mines and on f railroads,
-..,are· holding impqrtant positions anca.1
receiving splendi~ salaries_ bee
'.th .Y, clipped this coupon.

town

- Clerks hav:,e· become, sales;'advei-tisfng"and
managers, mechanics have become fore+
'Olen, supetiritendent'S "and ' engineers, t carpente
ecome architects and contractors; men
:and boys have risen from QOthing to places of resp
---because they clipped this coupon.
y OU have seen it. in;'almost . every magazin·e you ha
ooked at fot .years. And while
tQu have · been passing it by, more than ten - - - - - - - TEARouTH•R• - - - - - thousand men and women each month have INTER NATIONAL _CoRREsPoNnENCE ScHooLf
been making it the first stepping stone to real
BOX 6261 ,
SCRANTON, l'A.
itho
ut oost or obligation 1>leaee er1>laln
how I can quallfy for
success in life.
t~·J W
tr.''U!tDi,Jg~~ tho aubject b•for• which I bavo marked an 3
Will *~till
turn away from opportunity;._
ELECTRICA
L ENOINEEB
B
USINESS MAN
J
Electric
Lighting
& BaUwa11
SALESMAN
SHIPAGEM"ll
Can you still go on, putting in your days at
f.t~~;;11fif~••r
!~~~IJ 8~ ?gn Ptg.
the same grind, getting the same pay envelope . , ~i!~~lik ENoINDB
~ ii-°tfi B~'iii¼~•
with the same insufficient ·sum, when such a
~:~~•1Ji,£ri!:::t~.
~~;~~~".fcr•t=
.little thing can be .the means of _changing your
a~1~~~1~. Oporat!q ,
~i•J~~'lf:~'itDODd•nl
whole life ?
~ 1:,N~;Jlfl~!'otnir
~~~if!!~0t~h1fc 'Z,~~~~tanl
MINE FOREMAN or ENG'R
TRAFFIC MANAGER
You can have th!! position you want in the
STATION
ABYENGINEJ!lB
Railw
ay Accountant
Marine E ngineer
Commercial Lu,
Work you lilce best, a salary that will give you
ARCHITECT
G
OOD
ENGLISH
Contractor and Builder
Common School Subject•
.a~d your · family the· Jtome, the comfo'rts, the
A
rchitectural Drartaman
CIVIL SERVICE
Concrete
B
uilder
Ba!lway
Mail Clerk
little luxuries you would like them to have;
Structural Eni:Jneer
AUTOMOBILES
PLUMBING
& HEATINO
M
athematics
No matter what your age; yolir occupation;
Sheet Metal Worker
Navigation
Texl!lo
Oveneor or IIIPI.
AGRICULTURE
four education, or your means-you-can· do it!
CHEMIST
Poultry
Bais!ng 8 S11anlah
Pharmac1
BANKING
Teaoher
All we a~k i~ the chance to prove it. Th~t;s
Name .................
fair, isn't it? Then' mark and mail this cou7 1- 2 t
Street
,.
pc;n. There's no obligation and not ·a penny and
No. ........................ ................ t• •· . ,..... o ••.. ••••• •• ••••• ••• ..... ................ ,...
of cost. It's -a -little thing that takes ~ta
,noment, but it's the most important thing you. Cltt..- ...........au••.11:-................. ,. ........ n·•· State...~ ................................
leoocupaUon,..._, ___ ,.,.,.,.._...,.._ ,
_________
Jao do today,_ Do it now.I
.
<

t . ............... ..... J lnn , ' .... ..... . . . .. . ........ . ... . . . ...... .. ....... . . .. . . . .
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CURIOSITIES
OF THE
PATENT
OFFICE

....l..

Some recent curiosities patented
· England are
described by the
Illustrated London News. There
are
two
head
washing caps, one
of which is an inverted bowl with
a rubber ring
that fits it tightly to the head and
a spigot by which
it may be attached to a rubber ·tube;
the
other is a helmetlike d<!vice with
an inlet for water
at the top and an
outlet back of th.:i
neck .
Others are an
autom(lbile
for
use on land o-:water. It has a
propeller and a
detachable hull,
while the fore
wheels are encased and act as
a ri.dder.
'l'he,1 there is a
railway train fitted with a conduit passing from
the
smokestack
over the roofs of
the cars to the
rear of the train,
through
which
smoke, vapor and
cinders are conveyed.
For bathing the
face there is a
basin with a recessed end for
supporting
the
neck, and a detac ha bl e tube
through
which
the bather may
breathe while
soaking her complexion in the
water.
A
protective
garment for motorists and others
is made of double fabri1.. containing shock absorbers, in the
form of hollow
rubber balls.
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taught almost an1 one at home. Small co• t.
Send TODAY ll cents !or parUculaa and
proof.
GEORGE W. HUTH,
Room M-628, 125 N. Jeff Ave., Peoria, Ill.

TOBACCO

.MDYINli PltTURE MAtHINE

"FREE~

Habit Cured or No Pay
Any form.ciaan,ciaarettea,pipe

Genuine New Modol
Oil or El~ctric l\lovlng
Picture Mac.hlne, Complete with film, given

, claewine or snuff
Guaranteed. Harmlo••· Complete treatmentaent
on trial. Coata $1.00 if it curea. Notbintr if it faila.

SUPERBA CO. M-21 BALTIMORE, MD.

Cree for selling 25
packages C o l ~ r e d
Postcards at 10 cents
a package. Extra pre nlum o! Admission Tickets. You can earn
money by giving shows at your own hom e.
Write today.
COLUIIIBIA. NOVELTY CO.
Dept. 718.
East Boston, lllass.

t

Stop Using aTruss
STUART'S
PADI
llJ"9
dUferent PLAPAD
from the•trus1.

I

betna medlcln& applicators

made selt- • dhealv•

pur-

~~~~~o :.~!~; 'l;.st:i:c"e~
No, atrape, buckle • or ••rlna

j ·~

ti

J
~

attachelll - cannot allv. 110
cannot chafe orpress qalnst
the pubic bone. Thousands
have successfully treated

Baduad Fac-slmll• themselves at borne without

:!~:

Gold 11,dat.
~~~a~~e
~~;;-~~J~ lrau Prlr.
Soft . . volv•t-•nw- to applr-ln••Pen • lva. Awarded
Gold Medal and Grand Prix. Proceu ot recover~ la
111.turaL so afterwards no further use for trusses. Ws
pron It by sendlnll Trial or Plapao absolutely
Write namOOD Coupoaand • end TODAY,

FREE

Plapao Co.,

1738

Stuart Bldg., It. lluis, No.

Nam•-·······••••••·•••••·••·•·······•··••••··••·••••········
Adclreu ............................... ... ................. ..
Return mail wW brio& Free Trial Plal>ao ................. .

't'ouP Skin can lie Qulcltly Cleared of

R

Any Musical

IMPLES

Instrument

OnTrlal

Iackheads, Acne Eruptions on the face
body, Enlarged Pores, Oily or Shiny Skin.
WRITE TODAY for my FREE Booklet,
"A CLEAR-TONE SKIN", telling bow I clll'8d
myself after being aftlicted 16 :vear11. $1,000 Cold
Cash says I c:an clur your akin ol the above blemishes,
LS.GIVENS, 186 C:hemlcal Blda;., Kan... City, Mo.

No obliaatlon-money returned
if yon decide not to bu7. Low11t
faetol"J" pricH direct to you. Easy monthly
paymenb-a few cents a da,- will pay.

Send for New Catalog

Bnl'J' known tnatrumentlllu•trated and de.crlbed. lfany
lo full co1ora. A.II detail• of free trlaleu:, paJ'tDeD.t plan.

THK RUDOLPH WURLITZER CO,---Oept. :Z4e7

BIRTH STONE RING
HK Gold-fln!shed, guarau-

teed to give satisCncUon, with
stone tor any month, to introduce our catalogue. Send
15c to cover cost ot advertising and mallln1r.
Send
Bize.
Sun Jewelry Co., D ept. 129, E. Boston, Mass.

&

C

ll'l BL 4th St •• Cincinnati 260 Stockto11 St•• San l'ranclaoo
120w..c2nast.• NewYer-k 829S.Wabuli.Aw-e •• Cblc..-o

FREE '•

Magic Tricks

8en<Tt0o.'!"•••malll0
ic 'l 'ricu w1\h com11, earda,dlce. 0Ht(-~
,t.bbon1, ring,, e$c.., upla1ned IO a1mpl~ you ct.n do
lb.em •t once. Al&oniah and amuee friend, and

lnaftmoney. Be•wiurd.ah.ineuafta:rinyourl own
Wrll& · .S-tNMqk;Co.,Dept. 1 M....,._,Jllaa.

'1Mt4'iM :i i J#l =I

This "Lucky Tice" CHARM with 36-lnch Silk
Cord. tbls Im. WR 1ST WATCH with &diustable

:r~!1'·;i.~~.~~..•:A~u•M·N~~ f"lioi''I ~:~:.;
0

RINGS and this handsome 36-lnch Oriental
Ri co Bead NECKLACE with Tassel Beaded
Drop. We give ALL tho88 7 articles FREE for

~elling- only 12 ,Tewelry Novelties at I0o each.

~ " ·'ldav. We trn~t you anti tt'f'at you sauare.
W• 8, ',I EAD MFG. CO.. Providenco. R. I.

WILD

WEST WEEKLY
LATEST

l8SVE8 - -

1003 Young Wild West's Bille Duel; or, Arietta's Cross-

fire.
and "Domino Dick"; or, The Jlroncho Buster's
Bad Break.
1007 " Trapping the Horse Thieves; or, Arletta••
Quick Work.
1008 " and the Choctaw Chief; or, The Hidden Valley and the Lost Tribe.
1009 " Followea by Fiends; or, Arietta and the Plot1006

"

OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS
Useful, Instructive and Amusin.r. They Contain
Valuable Information '>D Ahllost Every Subject
No. l. NAPOLEON'S OBACULU.M AND DREAM
BOOK.- Contalning the great oracle of human destiny•
also the true meaning or almost any kind ot dreams'
~~fJ~er w1t•1 cha.-ms, ceremonies and curious games

ot

No. 2. HOW T<;I DO TRICKS.-The great hook ofmagic and card t!'1cks, containing full instructions on
Jeadlni caHI tricks of the day, also the most popular
all
ters.
~a~lcal 1lluslons as perrormed l>y our lending maI010 " end the Cactus Queen; or, Th e Bandits of the
every l>oy should obtain a copy of thJs book.
gicians:
Sand Hills.
_N o. 3. HOW TO :FLIRT.-'l.'he arts and wiles of
1011 " In Drath Canyon; or, Arletta and the Med
are fully explained by this little book. Befl_,rtatlor
Miner.
sides the various methods of handkerchief tan glove
1012 " Crack Cavalry; or, The Shot That Won the Day.
and hat flirtation, it contains a full list
window
parasol,
1013 " After an Asoassln; or, Arietta and the Toughs.
of the language and sentiment of flowers.
l014 " Shot In the Dark; or, Winning His Weight
l\IAKE LOVE.-A complete guide to
TO
No. 5. HOW
.
.
In Gold.
love, courtslJJp and maniage, giving sensible advice,
1015 " and th e Hold Up Men; or, How Arletta Paid
rules and et_1quette to be observed, with many curious
Ber Ransom.
and Interest rn g things not generally known.
1016 " Arizona Round-Up; ".ll', Catching the Cattle
No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.-Handsomely illusCrooks.
trated and cou~alning full instructions tor the manage1017 " Promise; or, Arletta and the Blue Mark.
ment a_nd trarnrng of the canary, mockingbird, bobolink,
:018 " A~ Avenger; or, 'l'lle Vigilants' !lllstake.
blac-kbird, paroquet, parrot, etc.
!OHi " After the Death Deal ers; or, A Hot Fight In
No. 10. H~W TO BOX.-The art ot self-defense made
th~ Gulch.
easy. Contamiug over thirty illustrations of guards
1020 " Defying the Blackfeet; or, Arietta and the l\lysand the cll~erent positions of a good boxer. Every
blows
Canoe.
terious
boy shou](J obtarn one of these useful and instructive
1021 " Going the Limit; or, The "Shin-Dig" at Show
It w!IJ _teach you bow to box without au in~1'o;:s
:t~~
Down.
1
1022 " Condemned to Death; or, Arletta'e Prairie Race.
HOW TO WRI'l'E LOVE-LETTER8.-A most
ll.
No.
DPath;
Daring
Ailetta
i02-l " Caught by Comanches; or,
complPtc• little book, coutnlninl? fuJJ directions for writ1025 " Showing Uf. a Sherill'; or, The Right Man On n
and when to use tbem, giving specimen
letters,
JovpIng
Wrong 'l.'rai .
lettPrs . for young and old.
1026 " Reckless Ride; or, Arlette's Bnlrbreadtb Escape.
no IT; Or, BOOK OF ETIQUE'l'TE.
TO
HOW
13.
No.
\027 " and the Cowboy Sports; or. F un and Fighting
-It Is a great life secret, and one that every young
on the RangP.
all about. There's happiness in It.
know
to
dPsires
mon
1028 " Ra!clu,g the Redskins; or. Arletta and the
No. 14. HOW TO ~lAKE CANDY.-A complete handApache Trap.
kinds of candy, Ice-cr eam, syrups,
all
making
for
book
1020 " Whooping It Up; or, The Cowboy Carnival at
·
essenceR. etc.
Crooked Creek.
BECO)lE BEAU'rIFUL.-One of
TO
HOW
.
_18
No.
10:/0 " "!l.fnr1ts~uel; or Arletta and the Mexican
the hr1ghtest anrl most vnlulthle little hooks ever given
to the worlcl. Everybocly wishes to know bow to be:OJ1 " Qul<'kest Shot; or, The Desperadoes of Diacome Jwantlfu l. both male and female. The secret is
mond Dive.
2r:cl almost costless.
simple
1032 " and Jhe Death Mine; -or, .Arletta Blul'l'ing the
HOW TO ENTERTAJN AN EVENING
No. 20.
Claim .lumpers.
PARTY.-A most complete cc,mpendlum of games sports
1033 " Saving the "Seventh"; or, The Fight at Red
comic recltntlons, etc., suitable for par:
diversl~ns,
card
Ravine.
lor or drawrng-room entertainment. It contalus more
·034 " Grenser Shake-Up; or, .Arletta Standing the
for the money th an any hook published .
'!.'est.
1035 ·• 'l'rniling a "Terror"; or, The Bandit Chief's
No. 20. HOW TO BECOME AN INVENTOR.-Every
Lost Chance,
boy should know bow iuventlous originated. This book
Death
the
and
Arietta
or,
Scalp;
Ills
Snving
"
1036
explains th Pm nil, givin_g example's lo electricity, hyTrail.
draulics, magnetism, optics, pneumatics, mechanics, etc.
Duel
Dude's
The
or,
Tenderfoot;
a
Teaching
"
1037
No. _83. HOW TO BEHAVE.-Contnlning the rules
With the Desperado.
ancl etiquette or good society and the easiest and most
the Rustlers; or, .Ariettu's Long
1038 " Rushing
approved methods of appearing to good advantage at
Range Shot.
balls, the thecatre, ch urch, and in the drawjng1030 " Grilling the Gold Grabbers; or, The "Shoot Up" nt Shooker.
HOW TO PLAY GAM}i)S. - A complete and
35.
No.
1040 " Cowboy Cballenite; or, Arletta's Good Guess.
useful little book, containing the rules and regulations
1041 " Mysterious Enemies; or, The Sign of the Silver
, bagatelle, I.Jack-gammon, croquet. dominoes,
~fc.billiards
Seven.
10!2 " Saviug the Stagecoach; or, How Arletta '.rrnpped
No. 3ti. HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDRUMS.-Conta inthe Road .Agents.
lng all the leading conundrums of the day amusing
1043 " and "Mesquite Monte"; or, Tl1e Worst Greaser
riddles, curious catches and witty sayings. •
In Arizona.
1044 " Defending the Camp; or, Arletta and the
No. 40. HOW TO l\lA.KE .AND SET TRAPS.-Inclucllllasked Raiders.
lng bints on how to catch moles, weasels, otter rats
squirrels aud birds. Also how to cure skins. Copiously
For sale by all newsdealers, or wlll be &ent to any
illustrated.
~,ddt"ess on receipt of price, 7c per copy, ln money or

f.!~~~s,

~lostage stamp,t. by
HARRY E. WOLFF,
166 West 23d Street,

Publisher, Inc.,
New York City

TO
SCENARIOS HOW
WRITE THEM
Price SIi Cent• Per Copy
'l'hls book contains all the most recent changes In the
method of construction and submission of scenarios.
Sixty Lessons, covering every phase of scenario writing. For Rale by al! Newsdealers and Bookstores.
It you cannot procure a copy, send us the price,
35 cents, In money or postage stamps, and we will
mall you one, postage free. Address
L. SENARENS, 219 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y.

No. 41. THE BOYS O]l' NEW YORK END ll[EN'S
JOKE nOOK.-Containing a great variety of the latest

jokes used by the most famous end men. No amatenr
minstrels Is complete without this wonderful little book.
THE BOYS OF NEW YOUK STUilIP
No. 42.
SPEAKER.-Contalnlng a vnrled assortment of stump
speeches, Negro, Dutch and Irish. Also end men's jokes
Just the thing for home amusement and amateur shows:
No. 45. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK J\UNSTREL
GUIDE AND JOKE BOOI{.-Somethlng new and Yerv
Instructive. Every hoy should obtain this book as {t
contains full in structions for organizing an aninteur
minstrel troupe.
For sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to "117
address on receipt of price, 10c. 1>er copy, lo
money or stamps, by

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc.,
166 West 23d Street,

New York

